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FORE 10RD

This Detailed Statement on Enviromental Consideraticas associated
with the proposed issuance of an operating license to the Duke Power
Company for its Oconee Nuclear Station has been prepared by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission pursuant to the requirments of the Comunission's state-
ment of general policy (10 CFR 50, Appendix D) concerning the implementa-
tion of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) which was
enacted on January 1,1970. Copies of the applicant's environmental report
were made available for comment by applicable Federal, State and local
agencies in August 1970.

Notice of the AEC's intent to issue an operating license for Oconee
Nuclear Station was published in the Federal Register on January 8,1971
(36 F.R. 296) .

This final detailed statement takes into account the applicant's
environmental report for Oconee Nuclear Station dated July 10, 1970'

| (Appendix A); the conuments received from Federal and State agencies regard-
ing the applicant's report (Appendices C through H. J and K); additional
information furnished to the AEC by the applicant (Appendices I, L and M);
information contained in the Safety Analysis Report furnished with the
applicant's application for an operating license, and the AEC regulatory
staff's Safety Evaluation.
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1.0 Introduction

By application dated November 28, 1966 and 24 amendments thereto
(the application), the Duke Power Company (the applicant) requested
a license to construct and operate three pressurized water reactors,
identified as Units 1, 2, and 3 at its Oconee Nuclear Station in

eastern Oconee County, South Carolina. The application is available
for public icspection at the AEC's Public Document Room at 1717 H
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. The application also has been for-
warded to the appropriate South Carolina State and local officials.

A safety review of the material submitted in support of the applica-
tion for a construction permit for Units 1, 2, and 3 was performed
by the Atomic Energy Commission regulatory staff and the Commission's
independent Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), both of
which concluded that there is reasonable assurance that the facility
could be constructed and operated at the proposed site without undue
risk to the health and safety of the public. After publication of a
30-day notice in the Federal Register on July 27, 1967 (32 F.R. 10996)
a public hearing was scheduled to consider iss' nce of a provisional
construction permit for the three Oconee Units. Following a public
hearing before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in Walhalla,
South Carolina on August 29-30, 1967, and September 12, 1967, the
Director of Reactor Licensing issued Provisional Construction Permits
CPPR-33, CPPR-34, and CPPR-35 for Units 1, 2, and 3, respectively, on
November 6, 1967.

On June 2, 1969 the applicant filed, as Amendment 7, the Final Safety
i Analysis Report (FSAR) required by Section 50.34(b) of Chapter 10 of

the Code of Federal Regulations as a preraquisite to obtaining an
operating license for each unit. The AEC Division of Reactor
Licensing and the ACRS independently reviewed the FSAR, as amended,
and considered all three units of the Oconee plant. At present, the
construction of Unit 1 is sufficiently complete to warrant considera-
tion of an operating license. Units 2 and 3 are in earlier stages of
construction. The Safety Evaluation by the Division of Reactor
Licensing is dated December 29, 1970. The ACRS review statement is
dated September 23, 1970, and in appended to the Safaty Evaluation.
Ths. AIT notIen nr Ii a Intont tn iaana an aparatIng iIomnes ror
t h s olos* thall I woes pubi l mheed in i hm yetdafp1,liergp tge. on .lesnuest y n ,
I'lli , I 'l4 l' . li . Pi6 l .
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on July 25, 1970 (35 F.R. 12032). In addition, copies of the report
were transmitted, with a request for comments within 30 days, to those
applicable Federal agencies listed in the Council on Environmental
Quality's memorandum of July 29, 1970, na=ely, the Department of
Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, the Department of Defense,
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Department o.
Housing and Urban Development, the Department of the Interior, the
Department of Transportation, and the Federal Power Commission.

The AEC Regulatory Staff has received comments from the Governor of
South Carolina along with those submitted by the appropriate State
agencies; copies of these comments are attached as Appendices H and,
K. The copies of the comments submitted by the Federal agencies are
shown as Appendices C through G, and J. Copies of the applicant's
response to the State and Federal comments are attached in Appendices
I, L and M.

In accordance with the Commission's regulations, any operating license
issued for Oconee Nuclear Station will contain a condition to the
effect that:

The applicants shall observe such standards and requirements
for-the protection of the environment as are validly imposed
pursuant to authority established under Federal and State
law and as are determined by the Commission to be applicable
to the facility covered by this operating license. This
condition does not apply to (a) radiclogical effects since
such effects are dealt with in other provisions of this
operating license or (b) matters of water quality covered
by section 21(b) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

In addition to the above condition, the Commission's regulations pro-
vide that each operating license will contain a condition to the
effect that the licensee shall comply with all applicable require-
ments of section 21(b) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

2.0 The Oconee Nuclear Station

2.1 Site Location

The Oconee Nuclear Station site is located in eastern Oconee County
in South Carolina approximately 8 miles northeast of Seneca, South
Carolina. Immediately north and west of the site is the Duke Power
Company's 18,372 acre Lake Keowee having a shore line of roughly
300 miles. Lake Keowee itself is an impoundment formed by the
Keowee and Little River Dams. The dams are located several miles
upstream of the juncture of the Little River with the Keowee River

|
. . .
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which eventually flows into the Hartwell Reservoir. The Hartwell
Reservoir, a U.S. Government-owned lake, lies approximately 4 miles
south of the site. .

.

The Oconee Nuclear Station is an integral part of the Keowee-Toxaway

Project which includes hydroelectric, pumped-storage, and nuclear
power generation facilities. The entire Project lies at the meeting
of the Piedmont Hills and the Southern Blue Ridge Mountains in Oconee
tnd Pickens County, South Carolina, and Transylvania County, North
Jarolina, and along the Keowee River and its tributaries. As ultimately
planned, the Project will include two major 3akes, the Keowee and the
Jocassee, and several small reservoirs in high mountain saddles with
an electrical generating capacity of about 10,000 megawatts (MWe).
Initial power developments totaling 3,400 megawatts will include the
Oconee Nuclear Station, (2658 MWe from its three pressurized water
type nuclear units) the Keowee hydro-station (140 MWe) located at the
Keowee dam site, and the Jocassee pumped storage hydro-station, (610
MWe) located at the Jocassee dam site. The Jocassee Dam is approxi-
mately 11 miles north of the Oconee Nuclear Station and impounds
Lake Jocassee which will eventually have a 7,565 acre surface area
and a shoreline of roughly 75 miles. In addition to the lake and the
reservoirs discussed, the applicant owns approximately 150,000 acres
of land in and adjacent to the Project. *The bulk of the property
outside of the lake lies in the sectors between north by northwest
and northeast from the Oconee station.

The general area is characterized by a relatively sparse population on
a present and projected basis. Within the exclusion area defined by a
1-mile radius are two F .chelor quarters occupied by Duke personnel.
These quarters are be ag used on a temporary basis until construction
of the Oconee Nucler" Station is completed. The boundary of the low
population zone (LPZ) lies at a 6-mile radius around the site.
Population projections indicate that the total population within the
LPZ will be approximately 8900 by the year 2010. There are only six
population centers over 25,000 people within a 100 mile radius of the
site. Anderson, South Carolina, with a 1960 population of 41,316 is
the nearest and is located 21 miles south by southeast of the Oconee
site. The cloaent town is Senaca (population 5,227 by 1960 populnrinn

= ~e e m - -F 'h3 efra;at.rlartaa) b,r,r. 4 -is~n n

dost of the lano in the Project vicinity is under full forestry manage-
ment with some cultivation and pasturage. The Duke Power Company
indicates that the property will be used for controlled public hunting,
fishing, camping, tourism and recreation in cooperation with State
agencies and conservation groups. During summer recreation seasons,
an estimated transient population of 19,000 people by the year 2010
will have the opportunity to use the above mentioned facilities. All

.
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property within a one-mile exclusion radius of the Oconee Nuclear
Station is owned by the applicant except for a small, rural church and
church plot of some 4.6 acres (these are of historical value and will
not be used for regular services), highway rights-of-way, and approxi-
mately 9.8 acres of the Hartwell property.

2.2 Description of the Oconee Nuclear Station

The Oconee Nuclear Station will utilize three essentially identical
steam turbine power units each of which utilizes a pressurized water
reactor steam supply system. Babcock and Wilcox is responsible for
the design, the manufacture, and the delivery to the site of the three
complete nuclear steam supply systems and nuclear fuel, as well as
technical direction of erection and consultation for initial fuel
loading, testing, and initial startup of each nuclear steam supply
system. General Electric Company is supplying the steam turbine
generator for each unit. The applicant, in addition to being respon-
sible for all other aspects of construction, is also responsible for
the coordination, scheduling, and administrative direction of the
power station once it becomes operational. The Bechtel Corporation
is serving as a general consultant to the applicant to provide such
engineering assistance as needed during the design and construction
of the station.

The three units are identical except for certain auxiliary systems
which are shared. The Oconee units are generally similar to those
of other current pressurized water reactors. Each nuclear reactor
will utilize slightly enriched uranium dioxide fuel sealed in zircaloy

! tubes. Site parameters, principal structures, engineered safety
features and accidents are all evaluated for a unit output of 2584 IJt
consisting of 2568 Mwt core output plus 16 MWt from the reactor coolant
pumps.,

The concentration of boric acid dissolved in the primary coolant water
"

is one of two means of obtaining reactivity control. Reactivity control
also is provided by the movement of control rods (which contain Ag-In-Cd
absorber material clad in stainless steel) within the fuel assembly.

An electrically heated pressurizer controls the primary reactor coolant
pressure and provides a surge chamber to accommodate reactor volume
changes during operation. Reactor coolant pumps circulate the water
through the reactor vessel and core. The primary coolant system
operates at 2,185 psig'with a reactor inlet temperature of 554*F and
outlet temperature of 604*F. The heated reactor coolant is pumped
through the tube side of two steam generators. On the sh' ell side of
the steam generators feedwater from the condensers of the turbine
generator is converted to low pressure (910 psig) steam at about 566*F

_
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temperature. The steam drives the turbine generator (producing
electrical power), passes through condensers and, as feed water at
about 460*F, is returned to the steam generator for reuse.

For each unit, the reactor vessel is surrounded by reinforced concrete
shielding (primary shield), beyond the vessel the reactor coolant
pumps, steam generators, and pressurizer are surrounded by another
reinforced concrete shield (secondary shield) all within the reactor
building (third shield). The reactor building is a prestressed, post-
tensioned, concrete structure with a leak tight steel-liner. The
combination of the primary and secondary shielding, and the reactor
building shield is expected to limit the radiation level outside the
reactor building to less than 0.5 mrem /hr at full power operation.
A co non fuel handling building and storage pool for both fresh and
spent fuel jointly serves Unit 1 and 2 and is located between the two
reactor buildings. Unit 3 has a separate and independent fuel handling
building and storage pool. The reactor building provides the means to
contain radioactive fission products that may leak from the coolaat
system. The purification system, decay heat removal system, and waste
disposal system tanks are housed in a separate auxiliary building (one
for Units 1 and 2, and another for Unit 3). A single turbine building
is located adjacent to the auxiliary buildings and houses three General
Electric turbine-generators (one per Unit) and support equipment for
the associated steam, feedwater, and condensate systems.

3.0 Requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act

\

The discussion in remaining sections of this statement takes into
account the applicant's environmental report and the comments made
by the various Federal Agencies according to the following environmental
factors specified in section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969:

a. the environmental impact of the proposed action,

b. any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided
should the proposal be implemented,

c. alternatives to the proposed action,

d. the relationship between local short-term uses of man's
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-
term productivity, and

e. any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources
| which would be involved in the proposed action should it be

implemented.

|
|
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Additional detail on each of these items is contained in the appli-
cant's environmental report.

4.0 Environmental Impact of the Procosed Action

The principal environmental effects that have been associated with
nuclear power facilities are potential radiological effects and
thermal effects of the heated condenser cooling water discharge.
Protection against radiation is, of course, considered fully in the
AEC licensing process. With respect to water quality, the applicant
has received a discharge permit from the South Carolina Board of
health and Pollution Control Authority, and indicates that it will
ccmply with applicable water quality standards. To a lesser degree,
there are also other environmental effects associated with the nuclear
power facilities such as those involving fish and wildlife, sewage
disposal, aesthetics, and recreation. These and other effects are
discussed below.

4.1 Radioactive Discharges

lhe operation of any nuclear reactor results in the production of
radioactive materials which for the most part are contained within
the fuel elements in the reactor vessel. The radioactive materials
are produced as a direct result of the fission process or as a result
of the neutron activation of materials in the reactor core or the
coolant. Small quantities of gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes
may be released to the environment by controlled processes following
appropriate monitoring procedures, treatment, and sampling. The AEC
regulations that set the maximum allowable limits for release of
radioactive material are set forth in 10 CFR Part 20, as amended,
and apply to the site on which the facility is located. If more
than one unit is located at a site (as is the case here, i.e. ,
Oconee Units 1, 2 and 3), the effluents from each facility must be
such that the combined releases remain within the limits specified
in the regulations.

The limits on radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents from the
Oconee Nuclear Station have been established and wfl1 appent in tha

.

Technten1 Speciflentforos for anth unit. T h r. limira t he.rn i re enntnrm
. . * f .. r e b in t re ' s t> t' , o 8,# ,t r. eba 9 pp l i c-nb l .. e ..,pe l e r m ,,e
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at the end of each 6-mc th period of operation indicating the quanti-
ties of radioactive material released to the environment.

The vast bulk of the radioactive waste material produced during the

operation of " hree units will be safely contained in the fuel
elements. After tne fuel is depleted, these fuel assemblies will be
removed from the reactor core and, after allowing for decay of some
of the fission-product activity by storage in the spent fuel pool, the
t'uel elements will be shipped in Federally approved shipping casks for
eventual reprocessing.

The relar.ively small quantities of radioactive waste material generated
by the units and not retained in the fuel will be treated by special
radioactive waste handling facilities at the station. The radwaste
treatment systems incorporated into the facility and the corresponding
waste disposal practices planned are described in section 9.0 of the
AEC Safety Evaluation (Appendix 0) . These facilities will reduce the
radioactivity in both the air and water discharges from the Oconee
Station to a level that will be a small fraction of those specified
by the AEC in 10 CFR Part 20, as amended. A continual environmental
radioactivity monitoring program will be conducted by the applicant
with back-up environmental monitoring by the South Carolina Board of
Health and reviewed by the U.S. AEC.

4.1.1 Liauid Radwaste System
.

Processes for liquid radwastes include holdup, filtration, mixed-bed
demineralization, and evaporative separation. By means of these methods,
the volume of radioactive waste will be greatly reduced and the purified
liquid stream will be reused'or discharged. Small quantities of radio-
active liquid waste will be released routinely on a batch basis to the
Keowee Hydro Station tailrace where the liquid waste will be diluted
and discharged to the Keowee River. As a result of frequent operation
of the onsite hydro-station, almost all liquid waste releases are
expected to be mixed in a dilution flow substantially greater than the
minimum 30 cubic feet per second dilution flow that would be available
if the hydro-station is not operating. In all cases, prior to release
to the tailrace, the applicant is required to analyze liquid wastes
to determine gross and/or isotopic activity concentrations to assure
that the releases do not exceed 10 CFR Part 20, as amended. Gross
activity is also monitored during release with release automatically
terminated if activity exceeds a safe level.

.

As stated above, the limits of these releases from the three units
will require that the combined releases from the three units be
within the limit specified in 10 CFR Part 20. The applicant has

._
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estimated in Table I the maximum activity concentrations in the station
effluent for three units, each operating with 1% defective fuel.

According to Table I, the applicant's estimated maximum yearly average
concentration in the Keowee Hydro Station tailrace discharge during
reactor operation will be a total of about 23.7 percent of the maximum
permissible concentrations. In reference to this figure, the applicant
in a letter to the AEC dated October 30, 1970 (Appendix M) states the
following:

"This table presents the results of calculations of the
maximum' activity in the station effluent for the three
Oconee reactor units, assuming that each was operating
with one percent defective fuel for a period of one year.
This one percent defective fuel condition is a design
assumption that was used in specifying and sizing the
radioactive waste disposal system.s. This table is not
intended to represent the normal or expected operating
conditions. Thus the figure of 23.7 percent of MFC should
be interpteted as a figure of merit. It demonstrates the
ability of the radioactive liquid waste system to handle

7 an extreme condition which is assumed to exist simultaneously
in all three reactor units, without exceeding a small per-

f centage of the permissible limits."

"The radioactive liquid waste system has provisions for
hold-up of liquid intake for decay of radioactivity, for
treatment by ion exchange and evaporation to reduce the
activity even further and for controlled, monitored release
in accordance with AEC regulation 10 CFR Part 20. Further,
the Technical Specifications for the Oconee Nuclear Station
list additional requirements for processing all waste toc

reduce the radioactivity to as low a level as practicable
within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20."

"Therefore, because of the over-sized radioactive waste
systems that have been provided in the design of the Oconee
Nuclear Stat ion and tha regulatory requ i ramen e n for contrnli-
Ing nnel mn i. n r ( 2 thann offinanto, tha releq n F r -.= Hva
e n . . . ... r i .. .s . . , "s . . , .. . . . . I ..p . 6 8 ...e -loo, s J L o .J e 1 6. ., t h a.4

.og gay ., . g .n s Lhu un a.s l un ua pe s u s s.u l lo i e l l uul L ss , I otls on a

.. host l e s .a .u ni un .no annual hania."

"'the novi e nuwns .s i s o.II.,ae I .,1 e y u.nls..,Ine p..e,um

N eunp le s , f r ,sn the upper tuothem ut the llat twel l t(cock vol t
and from the Clemson and the Anderson water supply. intakes,
will confirm that this degree of control has been achieved
during station operation."

|
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The major amount of activity expected to be released to the environment
from a pressurized water reactor is tritium in the form of triciated
water. The source of tritium is the neutron activation of the boron
used in the chemical shim and of any trace amounts of lithium in the
primary coolant.

Table I*

Maximum Activity Concentrations in the Station Effluent
for'Three Units, Each Operating with One Percent Defective Fuel

Liquid Waste

Yearly Average Concentration
in Tailrace Discharge,

Operation Fraction of MPC

Lifetime Shim Bleed Including
Startup Expansion and Dilution 0.077

Discharge of Miscellaneous;

Wastes 0.16

m

Gaseous Wastes
.

Yearly Average Concentration
at Site Boundary,

Operation % Fraction of MPC

Lifetime Shim Bleed 0.058

Startup Expansion and Dilution 0.18

Venting of Letdown Storage Tank 0.015

Venting of Pressurizer O.011
'

Reactor Building Purge 0.11

Steam Generator Tube Leakage
of 1 gpm in one unit 0.089

* Prepared by the Duke Power Comp.ny (FSAR, Section 11).
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4.1.2 Gaseous Radwaste systen

For the Oconee pressurized water reactors, the gaseous rad waste
system includes the capability for a 60-day holdup, filtration with
a 90% removal efficiency for iodine prior to release to the unit
vent. In reference to th;t values for gaseous wastes in Table I, a
description of the methods for calculation of the yearly average
concentrations at the site boundary is given in the FSAR, Section
11.1.2.5.2. Thus, advantage is taken of both holdup and charcoal
and particulate filtering systems.

4.1.3 Solid Radwaste Treatment

Radioactive solid wastes collected in the form of paper, spent
resins, trash, etc. will be kept separate from non-radioactive wastes
and placed in Federally approved shipping containers. Upon collection
of sufficient solid radioactive wastes, the containers will be shipped
offsite for ultimate disposal at an AEC licensed disposal site.

4.1.4 Federal and State Comments

The U.S. Public Health Service of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare was sent a copy of the applicant's " Environmental Statement."
The report prepared by HEW.(Appendix F) contained the following comments
regarding radioactive waste handling.

"All three units of the facility are typical of pressurized
water reactors cf current design and contain the best waste
systems available when the design was finalized. Radio-
activity discharges are expected to be low and of minimal
health risk as indicated by our recent studies. The environ-
mental statement should, however, contain a commitment by the
company to use all waste system in such a.way that discharges
will be kept as low as practicable."

As indicated earlier, the applicant is required by the Commission's
regulations to keep levels of radioactive materials in effluents
to unrestricted areas as low as practicable. In addition, in
response to HEW's comment, the applicant has stated (Appendix L):

"As a matter for inclusion in Technical Specifications,
we have committed to use the liquid and gaseous waste
handling systems in such a way th t quantities of radio-
active materials released in cocbined effluents from the
three units will be kept as low as practicable and a very
small fraction of the limits of 10 CFR 20."

,
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Section 9.0 of the AEC Safety Evaluation report dated December 29,
1970 (Appendix 0), discusses the control of radioactive effluents
and the Technical Specifications will include the specific limits of
both liquid and gaseous effluents. Under normal operating conditions,
however, it is expected that liquid waste releases will contain radio-
activity in concentrations that are less than 1% of the 10 CFR Part 20
limits and that the concentrations in the gaseous releases will be only
a few percent of the 10 CFR Part 20 limits.

Another comment made by HEW was that:

"Although the Company has developed an emergency plan and
included the health department in its notification list,
we would like to see a clearer recognition by the Company
that the State is the only agency that can initiate pro-
tective actions in the offsite area and of the Company's
commitment to assist the State in this regard by immediate
notification of all incidents, by providing source monitor-
ing data, and by monitoring of offsite areas."

The applicant has replied to this comment as follows:,

"They (HEW) suggest that we clearly recognize that the
State Health Department is the only agency that can initi-
ate certain actions and that we recognize our commitment
to assist this state agency. This relationship and our
firm commitment to fully cooperate with the State Health
Department is fully recognized in our Emergency Plan
developed in cooperation with the State Health Department
and other state and local agencies."

Copies of the applicant's emergency plans have been sent to the
South Carolina State Board of Health, the AEC Emergency Radiological
Monitoring Team, and other participating outside emergency units.
The AEC Safety Evaluation report also comments on the engineered
safety features of the power plants and discusses emergency planning
for dealing with incidents that might iriolve releases of radio-
activity (see Appendix 0). From this the AEC concludes that the
applicant's emergency plan conforms to the requirements for emer-
gency plans as presented in the proposed change to 10 CFR Part 50.34
of the Commission's regulations and is acceptable.

.
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HEW further comments as follows:

"The gaseous discharge limit for the facility should
consider the multiple units and should be applied in
such a way to avoid additive effects that would exceed
recommended guides at the nearest point of residence.
If some valid justification exists for not considering
the location of this residence, then it should be pre-
sented for critical review and analysis."

In reply, the applicant states the following:

"They (HEW) suggest that the gaseous discharge limits
consider the multiple units and expressed concern about
the leased residence within the site boundary. As indi-
cated in No.1 above, we will operate the waste treatment
facilities to limit releases considering the combined
effect of all three units. The occupants of the leased
residence were the former owners of that house, and the
terms of the lease permitted their occupancy except when
their removal from the site was in the interest of health
and safety as determined by Duke Power. They voluntarily
vacated the residence. By revision 8 to the FSAR
(Amendment 16 to application), at the bottom of page 2-1
dated 7/23/70, we advised that the residence would be
removed. Subsequently, the house has been destroyed by
fire and wfil not be replaced."

4.1.5 Radiological Monitoring in the Environment

The principal requirements for the applicant's environmental radia-
tion monitoring program are listed in the Technical Specifications.
The applicant also describes the environmental radioactivity monitor-
ing program including preoperational and operation programs in the
FSAR, Section 2. In the FSAR, the applicant states that the results
of the environmental monitoring program will be compared with published
information from the national radiological surveillance programs
reported by the U. S. Public Health Service (now in the Environmental
Protection Agency) and with environmental monitoring reports of other
nuclear installations in the area.

.

The applicant provided preoperational environmental monitoring drca
obtained from a program initiated in January 1969. These data provide
information on the background radioactivity in the Oconee Nuclear
Station area prior to plant startup and the AEC has concluded that they
provide acceptable reference data for the continuing environmental
radiation monitoring program. The preoperational program included
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analyses of samples of water, airborne particulates, rain, settled
dust, silt (river and lake), terrestrial vegetation, aquatic vegetation,
algae and plankton, fish, milk, and animals. No anomalies in environ-
= ental radiation levels have been indicated by the preoperational data
thus far reported.

The operational environmental monitoring program will be expanded to
include two additional onsite air monitoring stations, a continuous
water sampling station on the Keowee River, and a thermoluminescent
dosimeter network within the exclusion radius.

The Fish and Wildlife Service of the U. S. Department of the Interior
also has reviewed the applicant's program and its recommendations
have been considered in developing the applicant's environmental
radiation monitoring program. The report of the Fish and Wildlife
Service is attached as Appendix J. The AEC has concluded that the
applicant's program will be adequate for monitoring the radiological
effects of plant operation on the environs and for assessing the
effects of releases of radioactivity to the environment from opera-
tion of the plant on the health and safety of the public.

On the basis of the type and size of equipment provided to control
effluent releases, and general experience with currently licensed
and operating power reactors, there is reasonable assurance that the
radioactive waste treatment system will perform as designed and that
the radioactivity levels in liquid or gaseous releases frc the Oconee
Nuclear Station will be well below the levels specified in the
Commission's regulations, 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50, and the Technical
Specifications set.forth in the operating license. Exposures to the
public from radioactivity in effluents released .cnm the Oconee site
are not likely to exceed a few percent of exposures from natural
background radiation. The extensive environmental monitoring program
to be carried out by the licensee will assure that information and
environmental levels of radioactivity are developed on a continuing
basis.

4.2 Water Quality Aspects

4.2.1 Legislation

Section 21(b) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended
by the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970 (WQIA), generally requires
applicants for Federal licenses or permits to conduct any activity,
including the operation of a facility such as a nuclear power plant,

I which may result in any discharge into the navigable waters of the
United States, to provide the Federal licensing agency with certifica- :,

|| tion from the State, or interstate water pollution control agency, or
l
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the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency,* as appro-
priate, that there is reasonable assurance, as determined by such
certifying authority, that the activity will be conducted in a manner
which will not violate applicable water quality standards. Oconee
Nuclear Station will discharge effluent into the Keowee River arm of
Lake Keowee. The matter of whether this body of water is part of the
navigable waters of the United States, and whether the facility is
therefore subject to the provisions of section 21(b), is still under
review. Ac this time a certification from the appropriate state agency
has not been issued but the applicant has received a discharge permit
dated November 19, 1970, from the South Carolina Board of Health and
Pollution Control Authority (see Appendix N) . However, if section 21(b)
is applicable, section 21(b)(7) of the Act provides that where actual
construction of the facility had lawfully commenced prior to the date
of enactment of the Kater Quality Improvement Act of 1970, the certi-
fication shall not be required for three years from the date of enact-
ment of the WQIA, except that any such license or permit so issued
without certification shall tenninate at the end of three years, unless,
prior to that time, certification is provided. The construction of
Oconee Nuclear Station had begun before April 3, 1970, and therefore a
certification is not required before April 3, 1973. The applicant has,

stated its intention to abide by applicable water quality standards.
If secti)n 21(b) is not applicable, then, under the Commission's state-
ment of beneral policy on the implementation of NEPA, state certifica-
tion of compliance with applicable water quality standards would be
dispositive as to this aspect of effects on the environment.

4.2.2 Thermal Ef fects

4.2.2.1 Background Information

All steam-electric generating plants, either nuclear- or fossil-fueled,
release heat to the environment as an inevitable consequence of pro-
ducing electric power. Heat generated from the fission of nuclear
fuel in a reactor is used in the case of the Oconee reactor to heat
pressurized water within the reactor core region of the primary coolant
leop. The secondary loop is molntained at a aufriciently low pressura
,n , h r f r,, e . , ,, n tr , , , , e , .. .,i- m,,.i .. r . i . e . .t. , . ;. 3.., . . . , ,. g
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turbine its temperature and pressure drops as a consequence of impart-
Ing roughly one-third of its energy to the turbine-generator. The
" spent" steam leaves the turbine and passes through another heat
exchanger, called the condenser, in which it is condensed for eventual
return to the steam generator where the whole cycle repeats itself.
Within the condenser nominally two-thirds of the original energy
generated within the reactor and transferred to the secondary loop
must now be dissipated to cooling water.

4.2.2.2 Condenser Circulating Water System

As noted above, cooling water is withdrawn from the Little River branch
of Lake Keowee, cifculated through the steam turbine condensers, and
returned to the Keowee River arm of the lake. According to the appli-
cant, the maximum temperature of the Oconee Station cooling water will
not exceed 93.2*F beyond the established mixing zone, and will meet
the water quality standards of t' * State of South Carolina.

In passing through the Oconee Nuclear Station condensers at full power
operation, the cooling water temperature is expected to increase approx-
imately 17.6*F. The Oconee Station will withdraw water from the bottom
of the Little River arm of Lake Keowee under a skimmer wall across the
intake canal some 70 feet below the normal water surface level and
return it to the Keowee branch of the lake at the shoreline some 30 feet
below the normal surface level at a discharge velocity of 4.4 ft/sec.
A similar intake and discharge scheme has been successfully operated
since 1965 at the applicant's Marshall Station on Lake Norman. The deep
water intake offers several environmental advantages. First, during
summer stratification it allows the Oconee Station to use the normally
cooler hypolimnetic waters which after being incrementally heated in the
plant can be discharged back to the lake near or slightly below the
naturally occurring summer temperature of the lake surface. In this
way temperature disparities between the plant discharge water and the
receiving lake water can be avoided. Secondly, this scheme minimizes
the possibility of recirculation between the cooling water intoks snd
discharge points. Thirdly, the hypolimnetic waters are expected to be
biologically less fertile during the stratification periods thereby
decreasing the probability of plant intake of biota. Lastly, by
withdrawing water from the hypolimnetic regions and returning it to
the surface layers of the lake reaeration of these waters becomes
enhanced.

During the months when Lake Keowee is homothermal the heated effluent
from the Oconee Station will be buoyant; buoyancy forces and turbulent
diffusion will float and spread the heated effluent above the cooler
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receiving waters and the heated effluent will have an opportunity to
dissipate its heat to the atmosphere. Should the heated effluent be
more dense than the receiving water at the point of discharge, it will
sink into the thermocline region for later thermal dissipation to the
atmosphere during the fall turn-over period.

In many instances where water is withdrawn, heated, then discharged
into a receiving body of water, there may be valid corcern whether
there could be direct or indirect harm to the aquatic environment
resulting from the mechanical or thermal stresses imposed by such a
process. The thermal stress is not only on the condenser cooling
water itself, but also on the receiving water since the receiving
water in the neighborhood of the outfall mixes with the heated effluent
and thereby increases its own temperature. The extent to which the
receiving water increases its temperature and the actual zone of
thermal influen e within the receiving water depends upon many factors
such as the hea:ed effluent exit velocity, the shape and position of
the discharge point, the topography of the discharge location, the
turbulent mixit.g characteristics of the receiving water and others.

For many years the applicant has used man-made hydro reservoirs for
sources of cooling water for steam-electric facilities. To date, 22
steam-electric generating units on these man-made lakes have been
utilized with incremental condenser temperature increases comparable
to the Oconee Units and the applicant indicates that it has noticed
no adverse effects on the ecology of these lakes. The applicant has
an established Water Resources Research Department consisting of full
time field and laboratory personnel looking into such matters. Using
the combined expertise and experience of this group together with the
help of outside, professional consultants, the cooling water aspects of
the Oconee Station were designed to either eliminate or minimize pos-
sible adverse thscmal effects. In its comments, the South Carolina
Pollution Control Authority requested clarification of this use of
term " adverse." The applicant responded that long-term empirical

' observations since 1926 have shown no evidence of any fish kills due
to thermal discharges within the service area with plants having cool-
ing water temperature conditions similar to those to be experienced by
the Oconee condensers.

.

The Pollution Control Authority also requested information concerning
the effects of heated discharges on any microorganisms which might be
present. The applicant respcnded that it was working in cooperation
with John Hopkins University and several local universition and Stati*
agencies to investigate thermal influences on aquatic organinma within
Lake Norman as influenced by the Marshall steam-electric station in
North Carolina. The applicant indicates that to date the studies,

.
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although they have not been completed, do not reveal significant
reductions in species, composition, or diversity.

The U.S. Department of P.he Interior questioned whether the information
submitted by the applicant was sufficiently complete in that it did not
address the thermal impact of the Oconee Station downstream of Lake
Keowee. It further questioned whether the early studies performed by
the applicant's consultants for the Federal Power Commission were suf-

ficiently thorough to address the entire Keowee-Toxaway Project and its
contemplated steam electric facilities. In response, the applicant
stated that the work performed by its consultants in 1966 considered
only a 3000 megawatt nuclear plar.t at the Oconee site. It is also
pointed out that under present licensing considerations, any future
stations would have to be independently licensed, and therefore should
not be considered in the present deliberations. The possibility of
downstream thermal effects were not directly discussed by the applicant;
however, it is known that, as a result of the various investigations
performed by the applicant, a submerged weir was constructed upstream of
the Keovee hydro intake. This weir, similar to one in service elsewhere,
is expected to retard the cool hypolimnetic waters in the summer and
release surface oxygen rich waters in the interest of downstream water
quality.

Tha Department of the Interior further questioned whether chemicals
were to be used for condenser cleaning and asked what facilities were~

being used to prevent the mechanic.i and/or thermal destruction or damage
of fish or other aquatic organisms drawn to or passing through the cooling
water intake. The applicant stated that the condenser tubes will be
<'enned mechanically without the use of chemicals. In response to the
question of prevention of biota uptake and possible subsequential
damage after passing through the condenser cooling system, the appli-
cant stated that the intake at Oconee was designed with conservative
low water velocities which have proven successful at other installa-
tions on similar lakes in preventing damage to fish. The applicant
stated that the normal cooling water intake velocity for the entire
Oconee Plant consisting of three units would be approximately 0.45
ft/sec, and that 3/8 inch wire mesh screening is expected to provide
the necessary fish protection at the intake.

4.2.2.3 Cooling Water Alternatives

Cooling towers were considered as an alternate to using Lake Keowee
as a direct source for cooling water for the Oconee plant. The appli-
cant has addressed this issue on page 2 of his environmental statement
(Appendix A) and in its response to the Department of the Interior's
letter of September 28, 1970, (Appendix J). The applicant stated

1
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(Appendix M, Statement 3) that "The alternative to Keowee-Toxaway
Project was thermal stations with cooling towers but without Lake
Keowee as a cooling reservoir. The development of Lake Keowee sub-
stantially increases the population of fish and other aquatic
organisms which would not have occurred had the alternative been
selected." In other words, Lake Keowee would not have been constructed
in the first place had it not been expected that Lake Keowee could be
used for once-through cooling purposes for the Oconee Plant.

4.2.2.4 Cooling Water Environmental Studies

The applicant's environmental studies program is mentioned on pages 4,
5 and 8 of its environmental report (Appendix A) and in its response
to the Department of the Interior's letter (Appendix M, Statement 5).
As already has been indicated, the applicant has established a full-
time department consisting of administrative, laboratory and field
personnel to conduct research on its hydro-lakes. The ongoing research
is supplemented by work from a number of professional limnologists and
aquatic biologists. The applicant also has been conducting studies in '

the form of engineering calculations of simulated models to forecast
limnological, hydraulic, and thermal behavior for the larger thermal
stations. When these plants go into service, field tests will be made
by the applicant to compare results with predicted behavior and to
serve as a further basis for developing future thermal plants.

4.3 Economic and Environmental Amenities

4.3.1 Economic Amenities

In its comments on the applic nt's environmental report, the Federal
Power Commission (Appendix C) has indicated the urgent need for the
generating capacity of the Oconee Station not only for the applicant's
service area, but also because of the power reliability it can bring
to the larger area serviced by the Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Group,
a utility power pool to which the applicant belongs. The economic
impact of the Oconee Station can not, therefore, be measured only on a
localized basis. In this respect the applicant stated that long-range
plans for residential, commercial and industrial development within the
Keowee-Toxaway Project are being coordinated with the planning agencies
of the two counties in which it is located. The Department of Housing
and Urban Development (Appendix E) questioned the advisability of such
restricted planning activities. The applicant responded (Appendix L)
by stating that from the initial stages of development the entire
project was coordinated with the Appalachian Regional Commission in
Washington, with the South Carolina Appalachian Advisory Commission
in Greenville, and with the U.S. Corps of Engineers in Charleston.

!
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The applicant also has stated in its environmental report that the
Keowee-Toxaway project will involve a total expenditure of over one-
half billion dollars in private monies in Appalachia which is about
half of the commitment called for in the Federal Appalachian Regional
Development Program. The applicant states that this commitment of
economic activity, spurred by a range of activities from tourism to
taxes paid on the investor-owne:t project, is expected to be very
substantial. The South Carolina State Development Board has essen-
tially supported the applicant's economic ~ projections, and was in
favor of granting the applicant permission to operate the Keowee-
Toxaway power generating stations providing that the applicant will
operate the Project without significant damage to the environment as
indicated by the applicant's past performance.

4.3.2 Environmental Amenities

The Oconee Station and the entire Keowee-Toxaway Project is a comple-
mentary electrical power generation and resource development. Electric
power provides the basic economic justification; however, other improve-
ments and amenities not contributing to the economic justification are
being integrated into the Project such as downstream flow augmentation
during periods of drought, soil conservation, forestry, flood control,
public water supply, wildlife preservation and propagation, education,
fisheries resources and recreation. These amenities as well as others
are elaborated upon on in the applicant's environmental report, as follows:

Downstream Flcw Augmentation -
,

During low stream flow periods the applicant will release stored water
from its lakes to augment the government power generation and navigation
flows ir. the Savannah River. The value of these headwater benefits is
substantial. In addition, the dams constructed for the Project have a
freeboard of 15 feet over normal lake elevation which will provide for
temporary surcharge storage to reduce the downstream effects of major
floods which may occur.

Public Water Supplies -

The Town of Seneca, South Carolina is presently using and will continue
to use Lake Keowee as a public water supply without charge. It in
expected that as area water needs grow, additional water supplies will
be provided by the Project.

|
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Conservation -
.

To retain topsoil, to provide soil storage of rain, and to prevent
rapid run-off, all of the applicant's land in the watershed around
Lakes Keowee and Jocassee have been placed under forest management.
Yields f rom saw timber and pulpwood have born the cost of the forestry
program. The South Carolina State Commission of Forestry (Appendix H)
has commenced that it has been their observation during the past 30
years that the applicant has attempted to manage their woodlands for
multiple-use purposes including high value forest products, and that
it appears that the applicant has incorporated this multiple-use con-
cept in its environmental quality program for the Project.

The applicant also has discovered and preserved a 15-acre virgin
stand of trees indigenous to the Appalachian Mountains. This acreage
has been named the Coon Branch Natural Area and has been registered
wit' the Society of American Foresters as a scientific natural area.

Fish and Wildlife -

The applicant has donated the use of over 100,000 acres of the Project
watershed lands to South Carolina Wildlife Resources Department and the
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission for game and fish propaga-
tion and management purposes. Lake Keowee already has been stocked
with fingerlings. Eventually controlled public hunting also will be
allowed within certain areas of the site.

Recreation -

The South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism has been
deeded a 1000 acre tract of land on Lake Keowee with the intent of
creating a new State park. In addition, eight recreational areas are
being constructed around Lake Keowee and three around Lake Jocassee.
These areas range in size from 21 acres involving launching areas and
parking facilities to a 155-acre tract that will include campgrounds,
picnic areas, sanitary facilities, bathhouses,- boat storage facilities
and marinas. A wilderness campground is being developed, accessible
only by hiking trail or water. Special care has been taken to preserve
areas of scenic beauty and to make these areas more accessible to the
public. Twenty five miles of right-of-way has been offered to the
state for future development of a scenic highway through the high
ridge overlooking the Project.
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Education -

The applicant has constructed a visitor center which consists of a
visiting room containing a scale model of the entire project, several'

exhibit chambers depicting the story of man's development and utiliza-
tion of energy resources, and an auditorium. Since completed in July
1969, tb- facility has hosted more than 250,000 visitors, many of which
are sto, s on regularly scheduled tours from vicinity schools. In
addition ulty members of five surrounding universities have been
engaged in research activities or consulting studies in relation to the
Project.

5.0 Alternatives to the Proposed Action

5.1 Electrical Energy Requirements

The Federal Power Commission (FPC) in its review of the applicant's
environmental report in Appendix C has commented upon the electrical
energy requirements in the applicant's service area. The FPC points
out the following information:

"The 1970 summer peak load an the Duke Power Company's
system is expected to reach 6,390 megawatts. During
the following winter season a peak load of 6,398 mega-
watts is expected. Between the summer of 1970 and the
winter of 1973-1974 the Company's summer and winter
peak loads are expected to grow to 8,390 megawatts and
8,405 megawatts respectively, an average annual growth
per year of 9.5 percent. To provide for this antici-
pated increase, the Company is planning a number of
additions to installed generating capacity ir. addition
to the three nuclear units at the Oconee Power Station.
In 1973 the Company expects to have available 7,364 megawatts
of installed capacity, not including the three units of the
Oconee Nuclear Power Plant, one of which is planned to be in
service each year beginning in 1971. Thus, it is evident
that the Company will suffer a deficiency of installed capa-
city of more than 1,000 megawatts, if the scheduled units of
the Oconee Nuclear Plant are not available to serve the 1973
peak load. There is no doubt, therefore, of the need for the
generating capacity which would be made available by the three
nuclear units of this power plant."

.
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The FPC also indicates that the Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Group
ucility pool, of which the applicant is a member, also needs the-

timely addition of the generating capacity of the Oconee Station so
- that reserve margins within this pool can be sustained at 15 to 20

percent. Anything below this percentage is considered detrimental
to reliability of electric supply of any operating pool. In su=ma-
tion the FPC states:

"On the basis of anticipated loads and scheduled additions
to generating capacity, it is evident that the Oconee Nuclear
Units are needed not only by the Duke Power Company's system
alone but also by the Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Group."

5.1.1 The Fossil Fuel Plant Alternate

The FPC also indicates that severe shortages of domestic supplies of
natural gas and coal and continuing world shortages of low-sulfur
residual fuel oil limit the applicant in having sufficient supplies
of fossil fuel for such power plants. While this situation will
eventually clear up with an improvement in the economics of mining
coal, the current coal shortage is likely to extend to 1973 and
beyond. The FPC thus states as follows:

"If this should prove to be the case, a coal-fired substi-
tute for the Oconee Nuclear Power Plant might not be able
to deliver its rated capacity when needed."

.

The FPC goes on to state:

"Any fossil fuel plant as an alternative to the nuclear
Oconee Plant would necessarily add to the particulate or
gaseous burden of the South Carolina atmosphere. At the
present time all of the steam-generating stations of the
Duke Power Company depend on coal as the principal fuel.
This coal comes from Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee
and Kentucky mines, and has a sulfur content in the range
of 0.5 to 1.5 percent, and on an annual basis averages
1.0 percent. Since low-sulfur coal is increasingly diffi -
cult to obtain and low-sulfur oil is virtually unavailable,
the planning of the Oconee Power Plant as a nuclear faci-
lity offers important environmental advantages with respect
to air quality in the State of South Carolina."

5.1.2 Hydro Plant Alternate

The FPC also has addressed the alternate possibilities of hydro
power within the applicant's service area:
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"A hydroelectric installation as a substitute for a nuclear

Oconee Power Plant must be ruled out,as a practical con-
sideration'because of the lack of a site with a potential
high enough to satisfy the requirements of the Company and
the Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Group. Moreover, the
lack of time between the present and the appearance of the
1973 loads for construction for such an installation and the
stream flows in the region which limit any hydroelectric
installation, conventional or pumped storage, to service as
a peaking facility, are factors which mitigate against such
a substitution."

'
.

5.1.3 Power Import Alternate

The alternative of importing power from other members within the
applicant's power pool or from other surrounding pools or utilities
does not appear to be feasible. This has been discussed by the FPC
as follows:

"This conclusion is based on a review of the present load-
capacity situations of th2 surrounding utility systems and
operating pools from which inported power would have to
come. At the present time the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-
Maryland Interconnection to the north is operating under a
narrow reserve margin of 8.3 percent. The Southern Company's
systema to the south are in a more precarious situation with
only 7.7 percent reserves. To the west the Tennessee Valley
Authority's system has a reserve margin of 13.1 percent and
to the northwest the American Electric Power's systems have
a reserve margin of 16.8 percent. In each of these outlying
areas, the reserve margins are such that none of the systems
is in a position to export large b: Locks of power on a firm
basis. Because of the trend ta larger generating units and
the problems associated with plant siting and transmission
line routing, it is unlikely that the reserve situation in
1973 will differ to any extent from that of 1970. Thus,
the porer supply situation would hardly be improved in the
time available even if the Duke Power Company departed from
generally accepted utility practice of, relying principelly
on construction of its own generating capacity to provide
for its own loads and sought to buy power from others instead
of completing the construction of the Oconee Nuclear Units.

"Even if time were available for new construction, these
neighboring systems and operating pools would be hard put

!
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ur. der the present conditions of popular environmental con-
cern, to find the sites for plants whose principal purposes
would be to export power to distant utility systems. These
systems in ec= mon with utility systema everywhere are having
difficulties in timely construction of new capacity to
improve their own unsatisfactory reserve margins. Even
though it is highly desirable to have a strong transmission
network interconnecting regions for purposes of improved
diversity and reserve backup, such interconnections together
with out-of-the-area generation would not lessen the overall
impact of facilities on the environ =ent."

"It is evident, therefore, that if the Duke Power Company
and the Virginia-Carolinas Rcliability Group are to meet
expected loads in 1973, reliance cannot be placed on the
import of required firm power from neighboring systems and
pools to the north, south or west as a substitute for the
proposed Oconee Nuclear Pcwer Plant."

5.1.4 Power Mix

In January 1965, the applicant applied to the Federal ?ower Commission
for a license to construct the Keowee Hydroelectric Station, to
utilize the Keowce reservoir as a source of cooling water for three
large thermal plant sites, and to build the Jocassee Hydroelectric
Station. These three purposes were essential to the economic justifica-
tion of the project, and the applicant made it clear that it could not
undertake the project at all unless the license covered the two initial
hydroelectric stations and use of Lake Keowee as cooling water for the
first thermal plant site. In planning the Keowee-Toxaway Project,
several combinations of generation types were considered and analyzed
by highly complex techniques of simulated dispatch. By examining a
variety of expansion patterns through simulation of incremental cost
dispatching hour-by-hour for many years into the future (including a
number of systems effects such as spinning reserve, maintenance require-
ments, etc.), the combination of capacity types that would result in
lowest system generatio.s costs was identified. The optimum mix of
generation types for initial development at Keowee-Toxavay involved
generating units with a range of capacity factor characteristics.
Oconee Nuclear Station is the base load thermal capacity, Jocassee
is the medium-capacity-factor pumped-storage plant, and Keowee plus
some of Jocassee's capacity supported by streamflow represents the
peaking hydro capacity.
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5.1.5 Alternate to Keowee-Toxaway Proiect

The applicant has stated that the alternatives to Keowee-Toxaway
Project would have been a high-head pumped-storage project elsewhere

' in the Southern Blue Ridge Mountains on Company land to develop 750 mw
of peaking capacity plus a large thermal plant located on an unimpounded
river in the Company's service area with cooling water to be recirculated,

through several large cooling towers. During the FPC licensing pro-
ceedings, it was clearly established that the Keowee-Toxavay Project

i
offered advantages of economics and of en* . mnmental quality when com-
pared to the alternacives.

.

6.0 Adverse Environmental Effects

The Keovee-Toxaway Project consisted of constructing two large
impoundments - Lakes Keowee and Jocassee. More than 26,000 acres of
land were inundated in this process and no doubt this land was used
as a natural habitat for wildlife and other living species. The
inundation by' Lake Keowee also resulted in the flooding of points
of archeological interest - the sites of Ft. Prince George and old
Keoveetown.

The applicant, however, has donated the use of over 100,000 acres of
its land within the Project watershed to the South Carolina Wildlife
Resources Department and the North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission for game propagation and management purposes. As an original
part of the FPC license for the Project, the applicant was required to
recover any artifacts of archeological interest from the above-mentioned
sites. The applicant has complied with the FPC directive, and the
artifacts which were recovered are in the possession of state and
local museums.

The applicant indicates that the entire Project which includes the
Oconee Nuclear Station is a complementary power generat_on and
resource development with no known adverse environmental effects
other than those listed above and those temporary inconveniences
normally associated with large construction projects.

The applicant has indicated in its PSAR and FSAR and Appendix H that-
it will comply with all Federal and State regulations applicable to
the Oconee Station which are designed to protect the public health

. and safety *and the environment. Furthermore, the applicant has stated
' that if any adverse effects attributable to the operation of Units 1,

' 2 and/or 3 were to become _ evident, through the environmental monitoring
programs during plant operation, appropriate steps would be taken by
the applicant to correct the situation.

.

--
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7.0 Relationship Between Local Short-Tern Uses of Man's Environment and
the Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

The local short-term effects on the environment are those associated
with the thermal and radiation discharges of Oconee Units 1, 2, and 3.
The discharge of condenser cooling water will be kept well within the
applicable water quality standards, and the plant's liquid and gaseous
radioactive effluents are calculated to be within a small percentage of
the 10 CFR Part 20 limits. In addition, the applicant is conducting
an environmental monitoring program involving fi' eld tests to be used
to compare results with predicted behavior and to serve as a sound
basis for future developments. The applicant's water resources
research-group includes the Keowee-Toxaway Project and the upper end
of the Hartwell reservoir in its continuing water quality monitoring
program. The environmental radiological monitoring program will
include sampling and analysis of air, surface and ground water,
including river bottoms and lake sediments, terrestrial and aquatic
vegetation, fish and animals, and milk. This program will be used
to provide a basis for detecting and evaluating any radiological
impact which might lead to long-term effects in order that timely
corrective action can be taken if required. Long-range planning
includes a variety of developments utilizing these water resources
as described above along with 150,000 acres of surrounding land.
The extensive long-term benefits essentially involve no short-term
compromises with the environment other than the displacements and
temporary. inconveniences normally associated with large construction
projects.

8.0 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commi':ments of Resources

In essence, the use of the Oconee site as a part of the entire Keowee-
Toxaway Project was irretrievably committed in 1965 with the beginning
of compoundment of the Keowee River and its tributaries, involving.
irreversible commitment of land resources. The applicant has coor-
dinated the many interrelated Project elements so that the integrated
result will maximize the Project objectives, i.e., the construction of
the Keowee Hydroelectric Station, the use of the Keowee Lake as a
source of cooling water for the three Oconee units, and the building .

of the Jocassee Hydroelectric Station for production of reliable,
low-cost electricity and for enhancing the beneficial effects of the
Project upon the environment. Curtailment of the range of beneficial
uses of the natural resources of the area as a result of plant construc-
tion and operation should be no more severe than the curtailment which
is incident to many heavy industrial facilities. The beneficial uses
of the surrounding area should not be impaired. ;

I

.
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Dr Peter A Mor-is, Director 7

Division of Reactor Licensing A M
1 dU S Atomic Energy Commission

Washington, D C 20545 g\

Dear Dr Morris:
.

Please refer to your letter of May 6 requesting the submission of Information on
the environmental impact of the Oconee Nuclear Station. Since Oconee is an inte-
gral part of the Keowee-Toxaway Project being concurrently constructed, the
environmental aspects of Oconec are inseparable from those of the entire project.
Th.; attached report, " Environmental quality Features of Duke Power Company's
Keowee-Toxaway Project," briefly summarizes the environmental aspects of the
entire project. These aspects have already been reviewed by the appropriate
federal and state agencies, and we are not aware of any problems that have not
already been resolved to the satisf action of the ret.ponsible agency. For example,
Federal Power Commission license for Project 2232 covers construction of two hydro-
electric plants and the use of Lake Keowee as cooling water for Oconee Nuclear
Station. The proceedings leading to issuance of that license included review and
concurrence by the Department of interior, the Army Engineers, the South Carolina
Pollution Control Authority, the South Carolina Wildlife Resources Department and
others. After these reviews, the FPC license was issued in September 1966 thus
authorizing Duke to proceed with the project, and we subsequently filed an appli-
cation for construction permit with you for Oconee Nuclear Station in connection
with matters of nuclear safety.and environmental radioactivity.

In the attached report, you will find answers to the specific questions in your

letter as follows:

a. The report summarizes the environmental impact of the Keowee-Toxaway
Project which includes Oconee Nuclear Station as one project element.

b. There are no known adverse environmental effects that will result from
the project other than the displacements and temporary inconveniences
normally associated with large construction projects. The information
on the thermal effects.of cooling water and the effects of low level
radioactive discharges are summarized in the report beginning on pages
3 and 5 respectively.
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c. Tre alternative to the.Keowee-Toxaway Project is outlined in the report
oeginning on page 2. This alternative would have failed to provide the
wice spectrum of environmental enhancements embraced in the Keowee-
Tcxaway Project.

d. The extensive long term benefits of this project involve no short term
compromises with the environment other than the inconveniences referred
to in (b) above,

Impoundment of the Keowee River and its tributaries represents ane.
irreversible ccmmitment of land resources, and has been licensed and
approved by the appropriate agencies,

f. Environmental studies performed and planned are listed on pages 4, 5 and
8 with respect to thermal ef fects and environmes.tal radioactivi ty monitoring.

g. The recreational uses of the project are extensive and are summarized on
page 5

h. Pollution control measures included in the project are highlighted on
pages 3 and 4 with respect to cooling water, and the top of page 5.

i. The concurrence of the principal state agencies having jurisdiction of
environmental matters is summarized beginning on page 8.

,

The report is necessarily brief. At this late stage in consideration of our
application for o ,erating licenses, neither time nor the engagement of personnel
on pressing matters has permitted us to include additional details from our
voluminous fil es of environmental considerations that were developed during the
conceptual and developmental stages of the Keowee-Toxaway Proje:t.

Yours very truly, *

A C Thies

ACT/s

Atta

cc S C Pollution Control Authority - w/enct
S C Wildlife Resources Department - w/enci
Mr Reese Hubbard, County Supervisor
Oconee County, S C - w/enci
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I NTRODUCTI ON

This report summarizes the environmental quality features of Duke
Power's Keowee-Toxaway Project located in northwestern South Carolina and

western North Carolina. F r on i t s concept ion and throughout its planning and
execution, the project with its many interrelated elements has been considered

integrated development with the objective of providing reliable, low-costds dn

electr ic generat ion and of enhancing i ts beneficial ef fects upon the environment.

A number of project elements are under the regulatory jurisdictions of a variety
of gover nmental agencies. Licenses, permits, contracts, agreements or under-
standings have been sought from 61 entities of government. Throughout theses

proceedings, Duke Power has coordinated the many interrelated project elements
so that the Integrated result will maximize project objectives.

PROJECT DESCR IPTION

As ultimately planned, the project will include two major lakes,
several -smailer reservoirs in high mountain saddles, and electric generating
capacity of about 10 million kilowatts. Long-range planning includes a variety
of developments utilizing these water resources along with 150,000 acres of
surrounding land.

The project lies at the meeting of the Piedmont hills and the Southern
Blue Ridge Mountains in Oconee and Pickens County, South Carolina and Transyl-
vania County, North Carolina, and along the Keowee River and its tributaries.
Initial power developments totaling 3,408,000 kw will include the Keowee Hydro
Station. Jocassee Hydro Station with pumped-storage, and the Oconee Nuclear
Station. The environmental aspects, as well as-the power output and economic
j us t i f i cat i on, of these three developments are interwoven, and do not lend
themselves to separate analysis for any one of the power stations.

Lake Keowee, impounded by dams on adjacent rivers, will have a shore-
!!ne of 300 miles and 18,400 surface acres. Each of the two dams is of com-
pacted earthfill, and the 140,000 kw Keowee Hydro Station includes two generators
with fixed-blade waterwheels served by a common tunnel from a single intake.
At the upper end of Lake Keowee, the 385 foot high Jocassee dam is under

construction, comprised of compacted rockfill structure with an impervious
With 310 feet of static head above Lake,Keowee, Lake Jocassee will havecore.

a surface area of 7565 acres and a shoreline of 75 miles. The Jocassee power-
t

!
I

.

|
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house will contain four 152.5 mw reversible pumped-turbine uni ts. The first

thermal station contemplated for the project is now under construction on the

shore of Lake Keowee. Oconee Nuclear S t ation consi sts of three units of
886,300 kw each, utilizing pressurized water type reactors. As the initial
phases of the project, the Keowee, Jocassee and Oconce developments are all
currently under construction with an estimated completion cost of over one-
half billion dollars.

Electric power provides the economic j ust i ficat ion for the project.
Wi th deliberate planning, other improvements are being integrated into the
pro |cct although they do not contribute to the finite economic justification.
Nevertheless, these features have been embraced because of their contribution

to the environment and quality of life an the area served, which in the long
run is expected to reflect favorably on the Company's business.

ALTERNATIVES TO KE0 WEE-T0XAWAY PROJECT

in January 1965, Duke applied to the Federal Power Commission for a
license to construct the Keowee Hydroelectric Station, to uti ize the Keowee

reservoir as a source of cooling water for three large thermal plant sites, and
to build the Jocassee Hydroelectric Station. These three purposes were essential
to the er.onomic j us t i f icat ion of the pro ject, and Duke made it clear that it
could not undertake the project at all unless the license covered the two

ini tial hydroelectric stations and use of Lake Keowee as cooling water for the
first thermal plant site. After consulting with the Department of Interior,
the Army Engineers, the South Carolina Pollution Control Authority, the South
Carolina Wildlife Resources Department, and other feder al and state agencies,
the FPC license was issued and provided for these developments including the

use of cooling water at the site where Oconee Nuclear Station is now under
construction.

The alternatives to Keowee-Toxaway would be a high-head pumped-

storage project elsewhere in the Southern Blue Ridge Mountains on Company land
to develop 750 mw of peaking capaci ty plus a large thermal plant located on~

an unimpounded river in the Company's service area with cooling wate'r to be
recirculated through several large cooling towers. During the FPC licensing
proceedings, it was clearly established that the Keowee-Toxaway Project of fered
advantages of economics and of environmental quality when compared to the

alternatives.
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FNV IR ONMENTAL flUAll TY FE ATUR ES

Features designed to minimize adverse impacts and to enhance environ-

w,tal benef its are su:rraar ized as follows:

Cool i nq Water .nni Therm.el Effects

The original impetus for examining the feasibility of the Keowee-Toxaway
P r oj ec t was as a search for new sources of cooling water for large thermal electric
generating plants needed in South Carolina. For many years, Duke has used its.

hydro reservoirs as sources of cooling w. iter, being careful to limit the capacity
of each steam plant so that the cooling duty was entirely commensurate with the
potential of the lake, w it h the environment, and with other uses of the lakes.

Beginninq in 1926, Duke has conpleted 22 steam-electric generating uni ts on man-
made lakes utilized as sources of cooling water and to dissipate the waste heat

of condensation before recirculation through the condensers. Ii this period,

temperature rises similar to Oconee's have been consistently employed, and no

adverse effects on the ecology have been detected. In 1959, Duke established a

full time Water Resources Research Department consisting of field and laboratory
,

personnel whose function is to examine the limnological and thermal behavior of
its lakes to serve as the basis for making sound site decisions as well as

engineering design of future plants. Using the research results developed by this
group and consul tants, plus the work of others in this field, a thermal regime

model of the proposed Lake Keowce was constructed for each month of the year for

examination of various combinations of heat dissipation. These studies, using

criteria confirmed by field measurements on Duke's existing power lakes in the
.

region, established that Lake Keowee could readily dissipate the heat rejected

to the cooling water by 7000 mw of thermal generating capacity distributed among
three sites. Two future sites would involve cooling waters from the lake's

surface, and the third site, selected for Ocones, would utilize the heat sink

of the hypolimnet ic waters during the summer. Cooling water for Oconee Nuclear
Station will come from the cottom of the lake under a skimmer wall across the
iatake. canal at -sufficiently low velocity to prevent disturbing the naturally

occurr ing summer s t' rat i fica tion of the lake. This intake water will be of such
low temperat ure that, after the additic' 'f heat in Oconee's condensers, it is-

returned to the lake near or below the ret rally occurring summer temperature of
the lake surface. During seasons of highest natural water temperatures, the

4

4
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cooling w.aer supplies to Oronei he ' n. : hypolimnetic, ar e relat ively inar s en
biologically. A similas' skin val l h.e. siecn in successlut service sincea

1965 at Duke's mos, recent steam r'.mt on Lake Norman in North Carolina, and

i ts ;c r iormance confirmed tw thermal and biological studies.
Durinq coole. noths of mid-October to mid-May when the lake will be

isothermal throughout its depth, t he warmed discharge water will float on the
surface and rapidly dissipate its heat by back-radiation, conduction and

evaporation. The temperature will return to its equilibrium level within this

dissipalion /one and prior to recirculation into the Oconee intake. During
these months, the maximum temperature will not exceed the 93.?*F specified in

the South Carolina Water Classi fication S tandards. From mid-May until sometime
dur ing Augus t in most years, when the discharge water returning to the lake is
often cooler than the natural occurring surface, the water will sink below the

surface to an intermediate level for later inermal dissipation during the fall
mixing period. Again, the discharge temperature will comply with water classifi-
cation standards. In late summer and up until the advent of fall mixing, the dis-j

'

charge temperature will be at or near the surface temperature and will again remain
on the lake surface for dissipation. During extremely warm weather and drawdown
of the lake occasi oned by low streamflows, the temperature at the point of dis-
charqe is expected to be higher than 93.?*F, but will comply with the standards
which provide for measurement af ter an adequate zone for mixing with the receiv'ng

4

waters.

The results of Duke's studies leading to the design of the Oconee
cooling water system were reviewed with the South Carolina Pollution Control

Authority and the U S Fish and Wildlife Service. To obtain an independent opinion,
the Department of Interior retained Dr C J Velz and associates of the University
of Michigan to make a separate stu.dy. After receiving Dr Velz's report, on

April 7, 1966, then Secret ary of interior Stuart Udall wrote the Federal Pnwer

Commission concluding that the thermal effect, of the.pinpo ed nuc. lear plant
would " produce no detrimental effects upon the fishery resources" wi thin Duke's
proposed lakes and would not "be deleter ious to the recreational resources."

As is done at other Duke plants, when Oconee goes into service, field tests will
'

be made to compare results-with predicted behavior and to serve as a further

basis for developing the two future thermal plats on Lake Keowee.

.

4
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A l .o .e. a r e .u l a ol Ihe pretiii ted I i mno l og i t.a l models of t. . ik e K eow e e. , ,i

subu.cr yed wei s w.e. v.uns t i n. I ed upsI e e.un ..I the Keowce hydro intake. This weir,

simil,1r to the one in service at a Duke hydr o plant since 1963, is expected to

the summer and release oxygen rich watersretain the cool hypolimnetic waters in

from the surface in the interest of downstream water quality and waste assimilative

capacity. Cont i rmation of the effectiveness of this weir will be a part of the

; continuing water resnurces research program.

Release of Water f rom S toraoe to Aucment Downst ream Benef i ts

By an agreement signed in October 1968 with the U S Army Corps of
Engineers and the Southeastern power Administration of the Department of Interior,
during periods of low natural streamflow Duke will release from the lakes stored water
to auoment the government power generation and navigation flows in the Savannah

River downstream.
Environmental Radioactivity

Dur ing normal and abnormal operating condi tions, the levels of radio-
activity in liquid and qaseous ef fluents from Oconee Nuclear Station will be a
small fraction of the permissible limits prescribed by federal regulations for

protection of public health and safety. This will be confirmed by a continual

environmental radioactivity monitoring program conducted by Duke with back-up
environmental monitoring by the South Carolina Board of Health and the U S Atomic
Energy Commission. Solid radioactive wastes containing idioactivity will be
packaged and shipped to licensed reprocessing or disposal facilities.

Recreation

Keowee-Toxaway is expected to attract extensive recreational use.

Eight recreational areas are being constructed around Lake Keowee, and three
around Lake Jocassee. These areas range from a 21 acre development with launch-

ing ramps and parking areas to a 155 acre complex that will additionally involve
campgrounds, picnic areas, complete sani tary f acilities and bathhouses, boat
storage facilities and marinas. Near the upper end of Lake Jocassee, a wilderness
canpground is being developed, accessible only by hiking trail or water. Duke

has donated 1000 acres of land to South Carolina for development of the Keowee-

To4away Statc Park. As recreaticnal use expands in the future, a variety of~

additional f.icilities is contemplated.
;

4
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Soil Conservation

To retain topsoil in place and to provide soil storage of rain and

preveat rapid run-off, 150,000 acres of Duke property in the watershed around
Lakes Keowce and Jocassee have been placed under scientific forest management for

maximum sustained water yield by Duke's professional foresters. The yield from
saw timoer and pulpwood hilps pay the cost of the program including taxes and

reforestation. ,

1
Preservatinn of Vi rgi n Tienber

In the mount ains above Lake Jocassee along the Whitewater River, a 15
acre area was discovered to have a virgin stand of 18 species of trees indigenous
to the Appalachian Mountains. Several of the trees are giants of their species,
with some Chestnut Oaks measuring close to 5 feet in diameter at a point 4 feet
from the ground. The tract has been named the Coon Branch Natural Area, and

| Its elevation. ranges between 2000 and 2700 feet above sea level. Duke has
registered this tract with the Society of American Foresters for preservation
as a scientific natural area.

Historical Salvaqe

Prior to their inundation by Lake Keowee, extensive diggings were made
,

for archeological salvage at the sites of Ft Prince George, an early British out-
post, and old Keoweetown, headquarters of a part of the lower Cherokee Nation.
The recovered artifacts are in possession of state and local museums.

'

Fishino Resources
Although only par tially filled, Lake Keowee has been stocked with

fingerlings and already sportsmen attest to the resul ts. Both Lakes Keowee and

Jocassee are expected to contribute substantially to the area's sport fishing

opportunities.

Wildlife

in 1965, Duke donated the use of over 100,000 acres of Keowee-Toxaway

Project watershed lands to the South Carolina Wildlife Resources Department and
the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission for game propagation and manage-

ment purposes. Gamefood was planted along the company forestry roads through the

area, . and the state agencies are building up the game population to support con-
!

trolled public hunting in selected areas. Already, frequent deer and an occasional i

,

wild turkey have been seen by those working on the Jocassee dam. )

' - 1
,,
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Public H.>alth

i n ailili t ion to iIs mosquito control program. Duke's Department of
Publi, lleal t h .uid S.mi t .it ion works closely with state .uul count y heal t h .igenc ies
to establish hiyh qualiiy .tandards of .anitatioa Ihat wiIi be applied to alI

watert'ront developments.

Water Supply
,

Nineteen towns, cities and water districts have been using the other
existing Duke reservoirs as their source of water supply without charge, and now the
twentieth, the Town of Seneca, South Carolina, has begun withdrawing its public
water supply from the partially filled Lake Keowee. As water needs grow, it is
expected that increasing and additional water supplies will be provided by the
Keowee-Toxaway Project.

Flood Control

The dams have a freeboard above full power pool of 15 feet which pro-
vides for temporary surcharge storage to reduce the downstream effect of major
floods that may occur.

Education

On a hill overlooking Lake Keowee and the Oconee Nuclear Station is the
Keowee-Toxaway Visitors Center completed in July 1969 The center consists of

three main parts: a visitor room containing a scale model of the entire project,
a series of exhibit chambers telling the story of man's development and use of
energy resources, and a large fully equipped auditorium where programs can be
tailored to the audience. Although its location is in a remote area far removed

f rom normal travel routes, during its first year of operation 250,000 visitors
toured the center. School officials in the surrounding area have adopted the

1

use of the center, and school science classes are now regularly scheduling visits.
As indirect support of educational functions, consul ting f acul ty members and
research associates representing a wide spectrum of disciplines from five
universities have been engaged so far to perform research or consulting studies
in direct support of the project. The institutions represented include Clemson

University, The University of South Carolina, The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, North Carolina State University, and Georgia Institute of Technology.

.

e
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Un!versity faculty memocrs, with Duke's cooperation, are presently contemplating
research in beneficial uses of the warm water ef fluent from Oconee Nuclear Station.
Two plans now under consideration are in the areas of fish farming and increased
production of horticultural products by warm-water irrigation.

Scenic Beauty

Special care has been taken to preserve areas of scenic beauty, and
further to make these areas nore accessible to the public. Duke has offered the
free use of~25 miles of right-of-way for future development of a scenic highway
among tne high r idges over looking the project. Meantime, the use of trails for

*

hikers and campers is now available.

Residential, Commercial and I ndustrial Development

Long-range plans for such developments are being coordinated with the
official planning agencies of the two counties involved so that the future growth
of such developments can be encouraged and coordinated by professional planners.

Economic Development

Keowee-Toxaway is located in the Appalachian area. The Appalachian
Regional Development Program calls for investment of up to $1 billion in federal

seed money to serve as impetus for economic development of the 359 county Appalachian
area covering parts of eleven states. Development currently under way as a part of
Duke's Keowee-Toxaway Project will result in investment of over one-half billion
dollars in private monies in the three Appalachian counties of North and South

Carolina in which the project lies. The concomitant economic activity, spurred by
a range of activities from tourism to taxes paid on this investor owned project, is
expected to be very substantial.

CONCURRENCE OF STATE AGENCIES

in connection with Duke's application to the Federal Power Commission
for license to construct the hydroelectric developments and to use Lake Keowee for
cooling water, the South Carolina Water Pollution Control Authority transmitted
the following resolution to the FPC:

"It was moved, seconded, and passed that

"WHEREAS, the South Carolina Water Pollution Control Auth'rity iso

an agency of the State of South Carolina established within the

State Board of Health for the administration of laws and programs
relating to water pollution within the State:

i
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'VdEREAS, Duke Power Company has applied to the Federal Power

Commission for a license under the Federal Power Act to con-
struct tae Keowee-Toxaway Project located on the Keowee and
tributary rivers in Pickens and Oconee Counties, South

Carolina;

"AND WHEREAS, Duke Power Company's application for said license
indicates that they concemplate provision for maintaining oxygen
content of water c;scoarged by the Keowee development during
the summer montns;

"AND WHEREAS, Duke Power Company, by i ts program of hydro-

electric plant operation anc reservoir management, has clearly

demonstrated its willinc, ness to fully cooperate with State

aqencies in areas of water pollution control and public

health;

"WHEREAS. the proposeo Keowee-Toxaway Project is not expected

to have any net detrimental cifect upon water pollution and

public health in the State of South Carolina, but will make

available to adjacent and nearby municipalities an adequate
supply of high quality water for the foreseeable future;

"NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that th- South Carolina Water

Pollution Control Authority endorses Duke Power Company's

proposeo Keowee-Toxaway 'roject in Pickens and Oconee Counties,

South Carolina.
" RESOLVED FURTHER tnat a copy of this resolution be transmitted

to the Secretary, Federal Power Commission, Washington, D C.

"(Resolution as passec by ti>e South Carolina Water Pollution

Control Authority ;n executive session on February 24, 1965.)"

In connection with the licensing of Oconee Nuclear Station, at the

puolic hearing hela in Walnalia, South Carolina on August 29, 1967 before the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Soard, tne following testimony was given by Mr
William T Linton, Director of the Division of Engineering of the South Carolina

Board of Health and also Director of the State Pollution Control Authority:

"Mr Chairman, I am presenting this in the name of Dr E Kenneth
Aycock, State Health Officer and Chairman of the Pollution Control

Authority, and I would like first to express his regrets at his

inability to be aere.

..
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"I would like also to add my welcome to those that have been

advanced to you gentlemen and to say that South , Carolina is

extremely pleased and honored to have you here.

"I am reading this as it is written and ask that it be so

recorded.

'Mr Chairman, my name is E Kenneth Aycock, M D. State Health

Officer and Chairman of the South Carolina Pollution Control'

Authority. In these capacities, I represeSt the only legally

consti tuted agencies whose of ficial conce/ns are for the health

of the people of South Carolina and the protecti on of the

- environment from waste products discharged into it.

'The purpose of this statement is to acquaint the Atomic

Energy Commission and this Board with the knowledge that our
agencies support the application by Duke Power Company for

licenses to build and operate the nuclear power generating
f acili ty known as the Oconee Nuclear S tat ion, Units I, 2 and 3,

in Oconee County, South Carolina.

' e have had many occasions in the past to become acquaintedW

with Duke Power Company in matters pertaining to fossil-fueled

generating plants and have found them to be conpetent and quite

cooperative.

'Our staff has had the privilege of associating indirectly with

this company in i ts position as a member of the Carolinas-Virginia

Nuclear Power Associates, which has operated the experimental

nuclear power plant at Parr, South Caroliha for several years.

'During the several years surrounding the construction and

operation of the Parr Reactor, our staff conducted, and is

conducting, environmental surveys to insure the health and

safety of our citizens. Very close cooperation between our

staff and the CVNPA staff has always existed, including tech-

nical assistance when monitoring equipment'became inoperative,
the sharing of samples and information and many other evidences
of mutual help. This same spirit of cooperation on the part of

~

Duke Power, Company has already been demonstrated in this endeavor.
' Assistance has been pledged in the matter of locating sanpling

sites during the pre-operational and post-operational phases for

.
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surveilla.ce purposes. AI. information sought by us has
'n snort, Duke Power Companyreceiveo prompt attention. i

nas displayed complete willingness to assist our agencies'

in the discnarge of tneir responsioilities.

'The Safety Analys;s Report and Amendments have been analyzed by
our staff, as have the comments made by the National Center for

Radiological Health of the U S Public Health Ser'vice. As a result
no reason why the operation of theof these analyses, we .ce

s'oke Power Company *s Otonce he. clear Station in the manner spec-

. ied should contr..vene any os our requirements.

' Personally, and in our o.'iicial capacity, it gives us consider-
able pleasure to say again that we endorse the application for
the license beine, sought oy the Duke Power Company.'

"Thank you, Mr Chai rman."

The following is quoted from a letter of November 1, 1965, to the

Federal Power Commission f rom Mr James W Webb, Director, Division of Game. SC

Wiidiife Resources Department.

" Duke Power Company i.wnecaiate a y, upon purchase of approximately
'

68,000 acres of land for development of this project in South

Carolina, entered into a cooperative agreement with this
Department for the conservation and management of the fish and
wildlife resouices oi. L 'iis ar. a permi tting us to r egulate the

nunting and fisn.n<i on this a ca and to provide public hunting
and fisnis.g no tne c.rea. We in..cdiately moved fisheries and
wildlife techniciar.s into rne area and have been developing the

irca for public use.

"The conssruction of .he .sro;>osed Keowee and Jocassee Lakes will
add tr e..:endous l u to t..e recreatson for tne public and will be a

terrific attraction to ;oi.rists and campers as well as fisher-

men, boating catnosiasts -- 3ightseers.

" Duke Power Cos.ipany anc our aersonnel have worked very closely

together in drawing up plans for providing access'to these waters
and we not only approve of the plans for the recreational features
planned oy Duke Power Company, out our personnel helped in the

planning and preparation of these recreational features. This

I

!
i
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Department and Duke Power Company have worked closely to-

gether in other areas in providing access and recreational
features to waters created by their impoundments and I am

sure that should there be need for additiona'l recreational
features and access points, that we will have no difficulty

in obtaining them from Duke Power Company."

CONCLUSIONS

Compared to the al ternative developments, t he Keowee-Toxaway Pro j ec t

utilizes a man-made lake for dissipation of the waste heat of condensation fran a

nuclear-electric generating station instead of coolir.g towers, and offers the

following environmental enhancements not found in the alternative: downstream flow

augmentation in periods of dry weather, extensive recreational opportunities, soil
conservat ion neasures, perservation of virgin timber, recovery of historical
information and artifacts, substantial fisheries resources, wildlife preservation

and propagation, ptblic water supply, flood control, and opportunities for enjoy-
ment of scenic beauty; along with increased local income opportunities associated
directly with the Project's many features.

Publications

Other publications relating to the Keowee-Toxaway Project and its environment are
available from Duke Power Company, Box 2178, Charlotte, N C, 78701. They include:

"The Forests & Flowers of Keowee-Toxaway"
" Flowers, Ferns, Shrubs and Trees found at Keowee-Toxaway" by

Dr C Leland Rodgers, Chairman, Dept of Biology, Furman University

" Duke Power - The Environment"
| "Keowee-Toxaway"

| "The Story of Energy"
"The Keowee-Toxaway Proj ect"'

" Lake Keowee Map"
i
;

|
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, s o c a r c v: w." Septembe r 17, 1970
, . . , .

At r. I I.i ro l.1 1, l'rire

l): rector of llegniat son

At oou c l;ne rgy Comunis sion

W .i slu n gto ri, 1 ). C. .30545

I)ca r M r. Price

i;cference is maale to the pentling application before
the Atomic Mne rgy Commission by 1) uke Power Company for an
ope rat ing p: rmit for il s Oconee Nnrica r Station. Mncloscel a re

comment s f rom State .igencie 4 with the authority for establishing

a nil enf.orcing envi ronmental stanela rels as well .e4 comment s f rom

agi neies with an inter. st in this matter. .

It is the opinion of the State of South Carolina as repre-
4. nt e<l by t hese State agencies that t he g ranting of an operating

Duke Powe r Company for ,its Oconce Nuclear Station bype rmit in

the Atomic Ene rgy Commission will have less adverse . nvironmental

etTects than its alternatives and urges the granting of that Permit.

Sincerely,

d e_Mi3 --w
MoQMcNai r *'

lil:M:AMit

Nnclosn res

|
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20426

SN 91EPLY REFER TO-

.

' *

f.

5 201970

lionorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Dr. Seaborg:

This is in reply to Mr. Price's letter of July 22, 1970,
requesting comments of the Federal Power Commission on the
environmental impact of the Oconee Nuclear Power Plant Units
1, 2, and 3 of the Duke Power Company.

Although the Federal Power Commission as a general rule
does not have licensing jurisdiction over thermal power plants
constructed by electric utilities, the Conmission's interest
in the subject case arises not only from its normal concern
with timely construction of generating facilities a meet

electrical requirements but also from the fact tha., the Oconee
Units 1, 2, and 3 are to be built on the reservoir of a hydro-
electric project pursuant to provisions of a license issued
by the Commission September 26, 1966, on the FPC's Licensed
Project No. 2503, Thus our comments on factors related to the
proposed environmental statement also include reference to
those articles of the license dealing with environmental
considerations which must be satisfied by the licensee.

^
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg -2-

'

i

; Our resulting comments on pertinent factors related to
; the proposed environmental statement on the Oconee Nuclear

plant are enclosed.-

+

Sincerely,

b i t- '

U kV.

John N. Nassikas'
.

Chairman

Enclosure
1. Comments on the AEC,

'

Environmental Statement '

i
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Federal Power Commission
Comments Relative to the Environmental Statement
on the Oconee Nuclear Power Plant of the Duke

Power Company, Units 1, 2 and 3

The Need for Power

The 1970 summer peak load on the Duke Power Company's system
is expected to reach 6,390 megawatts. During the following winter
season a peak load of 6,398 megawatts is expected. Between the
summer of 1970 and the winter of 1973-1974 the Company's summer
and winter peak loads are expected to grow to 8,390 megawatts and
8,405 megawatts respectively, an average annual growth per year of
9.5 percent. To provide for this anticipated increase, the Company
is planning a number of additions to installed generating capacity
in addition to the three nuclear units at the Oconee Power Station.
In 1973 the Company expects to have available 7,364 megawatts of
installed capacity, not including the three units of the Oconce
Nuclear Power Plant, one of which is planned to be in service each
year beginning in 1971. Thus, it is evident that the Company will
suf fer a deficiercy of installed capacity of more than 1,000 megawatts,
if the scheduled units of the Oconee huclear Plant are not available
to serve the 1973 peak load. There is no doubt, therefore, of the need
for the generating capacity which would be made availaule by the three
nuclear units of this power plant.

The same conclusion is supported by an analysis of the available
data regarding the old CARVA pool which consisted of Duke Power Company,
Virginia Electric and Power Company, Carolina Power and Light Company
and the South Carolina Electric and Gas Company. The 1970 summer peak
load for this pool was expected to be 16,475 megawatts. By the summer
of 1973 this load was expected to increase to 22,123 megawatts. During
the three year interval, members of the pool were to add 7,798 megawatts
of new capacity 4.n anticipation of the 1973 loads, not including the
three nuclear units < planned at the Oconee Nuclear Power Plant. These
additions to installed capacity would have provided a reserve margin
for the pool of 1,941 megawatts, equal to 8.8 percent of expected peakin 1973. This would have been a precariously low reserve margin for
an operating pool of the size of the old CARVA pool. If the Oconee
units are built as planned the reserve margin in 1973 of the old CARVA
pool would have been 4,596 megawatts, a reserve equal to 20.8 percentof expected peak.

The reserve margins of the old CARVA pool are significant because
of the current concern for reliability of electric supply in the region.
This has resulted in the transformation of the old CARVA pool into the
Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Croup by the ad 'ition of two new members,
the Southeastern Power Administration and the St ath Carolina Public
Service Authority. The new group is a member >. the newly organized
Southeastern Electric Reliability Council.

.
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This coal comes f rom Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky
mines, and has a sulfur content in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 percent,
and on an annual basis averages 1.0 percent. Since low-sulfur coal
is increasingly difficult to obtain and low-sulfur oil is virtually
unavailable, the planning of the Oconee Power Plant as a nuclear
facility offers important environmental advantages with respect to
air quality in the State of South Carolina.

Power Imports

The lieelihood of substituting purchased firm power from systems
or pools bordering upon '.he Duke Power Company's system or those of
the Virginia-Carolinas heliability Group, as an alternative for the
building of the Oconee Nuclear Power Plant does not appear to be
feasible.

This conclusion is based on a review of the present load-capacity
situations of the surrounding utility systems and operating pools from
which imported power would have to cane. At.the present time the
Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection to the north is
operating under a narrow reserve margin of 8.3 percent. The Southern
Company's systems to the south are in a more precarious situation with
only 7.7 percent reserves. To the west the Tennessee Valley Authority's
system has a reserve margin of 13.1 percent and to the northwest the
American Electric Power's systems have a reserve margin of 16.8 percent.
In each of these outlying areas, the reserve margins are such that none
of the systems is in a position to export large blocks of power on a
firm basis. Because of the trend to larger generating units and the
problems associated with plant siting and transmission line routing,
it is unlikely that the reserve situation in 1973 will differ to any
extent from that of 1970. Thus, the power supply situation would
hardly be improved in the time available even if the Duke Power Company
departed from generally accepted utility practice of relying principally
on construction of its own generating capacity to provide for its own

,

loads and, sought to buy power from others instead of completing thei

construction of the Oconee Nuclear Units.

Even if tLme were available for new construction, these neighboring
systems and operating pools would be hard put under the present conditions
of popular environmental concern, to find the sites for plants whose

| principal purposes would be to export power to distant utility systems.
These systems in common with utility systems everywhere are having

' difficulties in timely construction of new capacity to improve their
own unsatisfactory reserve margins. Even though it is highly desirable
to have a strong transmission network interconnecting regions for
purposes of improved diversity and reserve backup, such interconnections
together with out-of-the-area generation would not lessen the overall
impact of power facilities on the environment.

.
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if the Duke Power Company and the1: is evident, therefore, that expected londs in'

Virt, inia-Carolinas iteliability Group are to meet
be placed on the import of required firm powerl'/73, reliance cannot

from neighboring systems and pools to the north, south or west
as a

substitute for the proposed Oconee Nuclear Power Plant.

Hydro Power Alternate

A hydroelectric installation as a suostitute for a nuclear oconce
Power Plant must be ruled'out as a practical consideration because of
the lack of a site with a potential high enough to satisfy the re-
quirements of the Company and the Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Group.
Moreover, the lack of time between the present and the appearance of
the 1973 loads for construction for such an installation and the streamflows in the region which limit any hydroelectric installation, conventional

to service as a peaking facility, are factors whichor pumped storage,
mitigate against such a substitution.

There is some hydrocicctric planning in the service area of the
that thisVirginia-Carolinas Reliability Group, but little prospect

will materialize in time as substantial generating capacity to be
useful by 1973. For example, the Virginia Electric and Power Company's
Marbic Valley pumped storage project in the James River Basin with an

isinitial capacity of 1,250 megawatts is scheduled for 1976 but
currently being opposed by municipal and civic groups who fear itsThe U. S. Corps of Engineers is buildingimpact on the environment.
the Cathright Project on the Jackson River in Virginiz without generating
facilities even though 49 megawatts of power were authorized for the
t.oject.

Water Quality

By virtue of its responsibilities under the Federal Power Act forthe Federal Powerlicensing of non-Federal hydroelectric projects,in the water quality of streams andinterestCommission has a directassociated with the hydroelectric projects which come underreservaire Water quality of the Keowee Reservoir as it mightits jurisdiction.
be affected by the siting of steam generating plants on its shoresthe time of the granting of a license forcame under investigation at 2503.the Keowee-Toxaway hydroelectric installation, Project No.

the CommissionIn its order issuing a license for this project,
found that the use of Keowee Reservoir as a source of condenser cooling
waters for up to 3,000 megawatts of nuclear steam-electric power would

'

produce no detrimental effects upon the fishery resources within the
The order also authorized the Licensee to use the reservoirreservoir. Since the capacityat a site designated as " Site L" for this purpose.

of three units of the Oconee Nuclear Station is less than 3,000 megawatts

i
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and since the plant in t o be const ructed as " Site L", the operation of

the three nuclear units of the Oconee Power Plant should have no detri-
mental ef fect on wat er <guality.

With regard to the Keowee Reservoir, however, the Licensee is not
permitted to initiate construction of any other steam-electric plants
without prior approval of the Commission ( Article 23 of the License).
The Licensee is also required to establish and to carry out adequate
monitoring of the thermal effects of any " Site L" plant operations and
to collect climatological data necessary for the Commission to, establish
the thermal ef fects of any other steam-electric plants which the Licens(L
may propose for const ruction in the future. (Article 29 of the License).

In the interest of pollution abatement and other beneficial public
uses, the Commission i e.pitred the 1.icensee to cooperate with the South
Carotina Water Pol f ut son Cont rol Authority, and to release a minimum
daily average flow ni op to 152 cubic feet per second or such lesser
amount specified by the Authority, and provided guidelines for checking
the amount of water so discharged.

Continuing Environmental Responsibilities

in addition to the responsibilities of the Commission in administering
the license for the Keowee-Toxaway Project as outlined under water quality,
the Commission has other continuing responsibilitics with respect to the
impact of the project on the environment, as specified by special license
articles requiring:

(a) Licensee financing of archeological surveys at project
reservoir sites (Article 39)

(b) Licensee unbmittal for Commission approval of supple-
mental information to ensure that the recreation
facilities and lands are adequate for present and
future public needs (Articles 41 and 42)

(c) The Commission be kept informed by the Licensee during
planning for the relocation of all rands in the areas
to be inundated by project reservoirs, of plans for
boat passageways to insure full recreational utilizat' ion
of project waters (Article 43)

(d) Commission approval of a plan for clearing the reservoir
areas which shall be prepared following consultation with
appropriate Federal and State conservation, health, and
recreation agencies (Article 45)

.
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In addition to enese provisions, the license is subject to conditions
in Form L-11 (9/1/66) " Terms and conditions of License for Unconstructed
Major Project Affecting the Interests of Interstate or Foreign Commerce"
which contains the following articles by which the Commission cas exercise
continuing regulation over other aspects of the project's impact on theenvironment:

(a) Article 13 provide.s for Commission control over the use,
storage and discharge from storage of waters affected by
the license for the protection of life, health, und
property, and conservation and utilization of se,ch waters
for power purposes and for other beneficial public uses,
including recreation purposes.

-

(b) Articles 16 and 17 -- relate to licensee responsibilities
rp conserve and develop fish and widelife resources and
to permit the United States to do so if it so desires.

(c) Articles 18 and 19 -- relate to licensee responsibilities
to provide and maintain recreation facilities, or to
permit others to do so, and to allow free public access
to project waters and adjacent project lands.

(d) Article 20 -- concerns licensee responsibility for pre-
vention of soil erosion, stream siltation or pollution
which might occur as a result of construction, operation,
or maintance of the project.

(e) Article 22 -- relates to good housekeeping with respect
to clearing if lands and disposal of material at the
project including temporary structures, unused timber,
brush, refuse or inflammahle material.

,

(f) Article 24 -- has to do with restoration of project
area and stream upon abandonment of the project by
removal of all structures, equipment and power lines.

.
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
jN.WM. i14c / *y WASHINGTON O C. 20301

NJf
a'|,llOT,

2 5 A001970

:'.r. Harold L. Price
Dire' tor of Ret;ulatiin
At<ci" Energy Cccmission
We.ningli;n, D.C. 205154

Dear Mr. Price:-

We have reviewd the environmental statement prepared by the Dake
Power Com;.any 4a requested by your letter of July 22, 1970. In
addition, we have reviewed the Preliminary Gafety Analysis Report
fcr the Ocence Station for the purpose of evaluating potential
accident inpact on the environment.

The followin6 cortraent on the environmental statement is provided:
'

! Insufficient informatf r '. is presented within the statement
to permit evaluati.sn of environmental impact. Estimated
radioactive releases and exposures during normal ope ntions
and accident eenditions should be presented and rela +ed to
the AEC limits of 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 100. It is nc,ted,
itowever, that this information is derivable from the
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report.

Based upon the content of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report,
it is concluded that if conditions are met for approval by the AEC
of pending application for the necessary permits and licenses to:

! construct and operate the proposed Oconee Station, there is
reasonable assurance that the environment will not be adversely8 affected.

Sincerely,
,

* ]
/,). , 6 .

'M. G. Patton, M.D.-

Acting Der,uty Assistant
Secretary (Environmental quality)

2
,
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.," .1 DEPARTMENT OF HOU5 NG AND URBAN c.*VcLOPMENT
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','....,...,,[ WASHINGTON, D. C. 20410'
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f1r. Harold L. Price C.Zf03
Dimctor of Regulations \'' !
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission C D. :

'

s
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Price:

This is in reply to your letter of July 23, 1970, which requested consnents
on the environmental report of the Duke Power Company for its proposed
power station which is to be known as the Oconee Nuclear Station and is
part of the Keowee-Toxaway Pmject, which is currently under construction.

The Federal Power Comission issued a license in September 1966 which
authorized Duke Power Company to proceed with the Keowee-Toxaway Project.
This pmject is located at the meeting of the Piedmont Hills and the Southem
Blue Ridge Mountains in Oconee and Pickens County, South Carolina and Transyl-
vania County, North Camlina, and along the Keowee River and its tributaries.
Construction of the Keowee Hydro Station, the Jocassee Hydro Station with-
pumped storage, and the Oconee Nucleat Station will result in an initial power
capacity of 3,408,000 kilowatts. The long-range expectation of the pmject
is to achieve electric generating capacity of 10 million kilowatts. The
Oconee Station itself would consist of three units of 886,300 kw each, utilizing
pressurized water type mactors.

HUD Comment

We believe, with the reservations noted below, that Duke Power's statement
indicates reasonable tmatment of environmental consequences. We defer to
other agencies on standards for air and water quality, safety, and radiation
an themal pollution standards.

HUD Reservation

1. The statement fmm Duke Power Company indicates the importance of
this pmject to the economic deYelopment of this region or Appalachia.

.
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The Company states that these plans are being coordinated with the planning
agencies of the two counties involved. However, the impact of this pmject
will extend well beyond these local counties and we themfore suggest that
the final environmental impact statement should be submitted to the agency
designated in Budget Bumau Circular A-95 as the mgional planning clearing-
house. In this case, the designated agency is:

South Camlina Appalachian Regional
Planning and Development Commission

Dalton Building
18 Thompson Street
Greenville, South Camlina 29601-

*****
.

We would appmciate having a copy of the final environmental statement
sent to our Regional Administrator, Mr. Edward Baxter, Peachtree-Seventh

i

Building, Atlanta, Georgia 30323.
,

Sincemly yours,

{ f/.

L Q
' t .

'

Charles Orl,ebeke,
.

Deputy Under Secretary
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Mr. Harold L. Price
Director of Regulation
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Price:

Thank you for your letter of July 22, 1970, to Mr. Roger Strelow
transmitting the " Environmental Statement" for the Oconee Nuclear
Station. We have considered this statement in our review of the
facility which is required by the provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. In response to your request for
comments, we are pleased to provide the enclosed report by our
Bureau of Radiological Health which states our position on the
proposed operation of the plant based on an evaluation of the public
health and environmental aspects of the facility.

The Bureau's review is based primarily on information contained in
the Final Safety Analysis Report. It is recognized that other
design information may become available before an operating permit
is granted, but we believe our environmental evaluation is sub-
stantially completed at this time, unless, of course, major changes
occur.

When the other agency comments are compiled, we would be most happy
to receive them. 78 this Department can assist you further in this
matter, we would as happy to do so.

\ -
'

S 31 yours ,
,

(/ (j*t.<.4_
~

.

r. -

Ro er'O. Ege,Werg, M.U.
sistant Secretary /.
for Health and Scientific Affairs

Enclosure

.
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PUBLIC llEALTH REVIEW

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION UNITS 1, 2, and 3

August 1970
-

.

Project Officers: d d d i 'n ' '- Approved: /l[Lt d t---

Ted W. Fowler Char.lcs L. Weaver
Director, Division of
Environmental Radiation

.. < A?, a enri ,

games E. Dieckhoner

.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health Service

Environmental llcalth Service
Bureau of Radiological Health

Division of Environmental Radiation
Nuclear Facilities Branch-

.
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INTitOlnM; TION Mm CO!M:i.USIONS,

is to summarize the results of an evaluationThe purpose of this report

by the Public Health Service of the environmental effects of the

Oconce Nuclear Station (Units 1, 2, and 3) under construction on Lake
'

Kcowce near Seneca, South Carolina. The evaluation is based on infor-

mation provided by the Duke Power Company in its. Final Safety Analysis

(FSAR)(I) and the Company's " Environmental Statement"(2) relativeReport

The technical review ofto the National Environmental Policy Act.

these documents was conducted by the staff of the Nuclear Facilities
This review isBranch of the Service's Bureau of Radiological Health.

i

an updating of an cvaluation of the facility that was made by the Branch

prior to construction.(4) This carlier evaluation was based on infor-

mation coittained in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (5) and the

results of a site survey made in May 1967.

The revicw and evaluation covered by this report are directly responsive

to requirements placed on Federal agencies by the National Environmental

Policy Act and as such are intended to state the position of the

Department of Health, Education, and Ucifare on the environmental

effects of this facility. The report is also intended, in the

traditional role of the Public Health Service, to provide information

to the South Carolina State Bosrd of Health for use in conducting their

A number of technicalradiological health program for the facility.

documents (3,6) have been developed by the Branch to expand the details
>

of and support the discussions presented.
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This review inclu !:d consideration of radioactive waste handling,

environmental surveillance, emergency planning, and pptential radiation

doses to the public. The major conclusions of this review are as

follows:

1. All three units of the facility are typical of pressurized water

reactors of current design and contain the best waste systems avail-

able when the design was finalized. Radioactivity dischargos are expected

to be low and of minimal health risk as indicated by our recent studies.

The environmental statement should, however, contain a commitment by

the Company to use all waste systems in such a way that discharges will

be kept as low as practicable.

2. We are satisfied that the applicant will work with the South Carolina

State Board of Ilcalth in its responsibility to conduct surveillance

of the operation of the facility and that adequate monitoring will be

performed.

3. Although the Company has developed an emergency plan and included

the health department in its notification list, we would like to see a

clearer recognition by the Company that the State is the only agency

that can initiate protective actions in the offsite area and of the

Company's commitment to assist the State in this regard by immediate

notification of all incidents, by providing source monitoring data,

and by monitoring of offsite areas.

.
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4 Th.- gasenas d Escharge if mit for the facility should consider the

multiple units and should be applied in such a way tv avoid additive

ef fects that would exceed recommended guides at the nearest point of

residence, which is within the site boundary. If some valid justification

exists for net conrir!cring the location of this residence then it should'

he presente? for critical review and analysis.

5. Within t he cont ext of the above we are of the opinion that the

Oconce Nuclear Station can ic operated without significant ef fect on

the environment or the public.

KADIOACTJVF WASTE SISCMRCES

.nce this nuclear power station will eventually have three units

o;ecrating at this site, the radioactive waste discharge limits must

secount for thia f actor. The liquid waste treatment system design

proposed is similar to other pressurized water reactor systems and

should be capable of reducint the Icvel of radioactivity in the ef fluent

suf ficiently so that exposures co the population through the water

pathway wili be well within Federal Radiation Council guidance.

As stated ~r soc:Lon 11 : .2.3.1 of the FSAR,(1) the gascous waste

disposal system for Unit 3 is ncrmcily separated 'from the system used

jointly for Units 1~and 2. She applicant must exercisc caution to see

that the combince releases from both systems do not exceed the Station's

.

~ ~ ,.
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This system would sun
rey n.P ** 'ec :surye ted *y an auccmatic system.

the Aa-sous / :r.ch. rnes frem all disposal systems and provide suitcbic
.

alarms Sr automatica':/ activated devices which would correct the

situation.

The gaseous e'ischarge limit for Oconce Nucicar Station is based an the

drce deliverci te a person situated at the station's boundary. This

criterian assuren tha' :hore are no permanent residents within this

7SAR,(D' reference is wede to an exclusion area'roundary. T5rn :;;, uit tho

radius n." ae mile. This tir,urc ** uscei in section 2.3.2(I) in calculating

the atnasy%cric di!' tic, factor tn which ascous radioactive effluents

vfli kn subjected Sefere members of the general public may be exposed.
<-

't is aise s ta ted , ' "s however,.that there will be a Icased residence-

vith n this radius, at a distance of 4,470 feet from the reacter building.

The occupants of this residence must be considered as receiving their

exposure on a centinuous basis. The applicant should consider the

distr.nce to this residence when calculating his atmospheric dilution

Tzctor !? some valid justificatien exists for not considering the

la :1 or. ci tEis residenec, then this just.ification must be presented

r :-:tieni : vi-v ari analysis.

The sspli: ants environmentai statement lacks a definitive statement

cf company policy with respect to the intent of the recent propcsed
,

amendecnts to Parts 20 and 50 cf the Atarte Energy Cemnission regulations

.

e
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regarding the reduction of radioactive discharges to the lowest practicable

level. It would be desirabic for such a statement to be included that

would clearly indicate the applicant's intentions with respect to the

management of gaseous and liquid radioactive waste discharges to the

environment.

ENVIROW! ENTAL SURVEILIANCE

The applicant indicates in the environmental statement (2) that levels

of radioactivity discharged from Oconce Nuclear Station "will be confirmed

by a cont'inual environmental radioactivity monitoring program conducted

by Duke Power Company with backup environmental monitoring by the South

Carolina Board of Health and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission." It

may be of mutual benefit to both Duke Power Company and the South

Carolina Board of Health to develop a cooperativo environmental

surveillance program. This is so even if the only objectives are to

climinato a duplication of effort and to exchange data. In any case;

however, it is important that the South Carolina Board of Health's

program include the proposed backup monitoring which will provide a

cross-check of any surveillance data supplied by the applicant.

In general, the pre-operational surveillance program submitted by the

| applicant is adequate; however, it is suggested that (1) the program
|

, include monitoring of liquid effluents in the tailrace of the Keowee
!

Hydroelectric Plant, where liquid wastes from the Oconee Nuclear
i

| Station are discharged, and in Lake Keewee for specific radionuclides 1

-
1

|
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which will be discharged and which could be significanc in terms of

reconcentration in freshwater fish, (2) the edible portion of food
instead ofcrops and vegetation need be sampled at the time of harvest

the proposed quarterly frequency, and (3) radiation dose assesscent be

done at the residence within the exclusion area with a TLD monitoring

system.

90 r andSIn addition to a specific snalysis of fish and water for

137 s as proposed by the applicant, the surveillance program shouldC

include monitoring of liquid effluents in the tailrace of the Keowee

134Cs, 58Co, 60Co, 89Sr, andllydroelectric Plant and in Lake Keowee for

131I which are the expected critical radionuclides based on measurements

made at Yankee Nucicar Power Station (0) during a D'ivision of Environmental
134Radiation (DER) field study. The majority of the Cs is reconcentrated

13158Co, 60Co, and I may also bein edible fish tissue and some of the

deposited in the edible port. ion of fish. In general, 89Sr, 58Co, and

60 o are not significant from a population exposure standpoint becauseC

they concentrate in non-edibic portions of fish, i.e., strontium in'the

bone and cobalt in the liver and kidney. Iodine-131 is a significant

critical radionuclide mainly because of its relatively high radiotoxicity.
131Although the I is mainly concentrated in the fish thyroid, some of

the I may be deposited in the edible portion of the fish. Should131

detectable concentrations of these specific radionuclides be found
134 137Cs89Sr to 90Sr, and Cs toduring the operation of the plant, the

ratios will provide an indication as to the relative contributions of

fallout and Oconee discharges. .

.
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The applicant stated in the PSAR(5) that the operational surveillance

program "will be modi fied as indicated by experience, particularly by

the kindu and quant it les of radioactive liquid and gasenus wastes released,

as well as by environmental monitoring results." Thus, it appears that

the applicant plans to periodically evaluate plant discharges and to

modify the surveillance program as indicated by changes in the radio-

nuclide composition of the wastes. The applicant also plans to make

the results of the Oconee Environmental Radioactivity Monitoring Program

availabic to the State of South Carolina and interested Federal agencies.

If the applicant reports its surveillance results in terms of specific

radionuclides and if the surveillance program is continually modified as

indicated by experience, both the State of South Carolina and the

appropriate Federal agencies can use the surveillance data provided

by the applicant to determino population doses in the environs of Oconee

Nuclear Station from all sources including the facility.

The results of an environmental surveillance program that includes the

suggested specific radionuclide analysis will provide useful data for

subsequent evaluation of the critical population exposure pathways

from operation of the proposed Oconce plant.

RADIOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE PLANNING

The importance of emergency planning was emphasized in the public health

evaluation of Oconee Nuclead Station dated December 1966(4) and since

the writing of this report, an emergency plan has been established

.

|

s''
.
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at Oconee. The applicant stated in the FSAR(I) that they gava copies

of their emergency plan to the South Carolina State Board of Health,

the AEC Emergency Radiological Monitoring Team, and other participating

outside emergency units who discussed the plan with the utility. In
*

|
our judgment, the applicant should make maximum use of emergency planning

capability in order to provide full protection tp the public in all

accident and emergency situations. In this regard, he should formally

recognize that only the State has the authority to initiate action

measures to protect the public health and that he will immediately

notify the State of all incidents, that he will provide source monitoring

data, and will otherwise assist the State in designing and carrying

out procedures to assess the ensuing environmental levels and their

public health effects.

.

|

|
.

4
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DIPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE\ orrict or Twc stcaCTARY/

WASHINGTON. O. C.20250
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'i ,Q- Q k Mr. Harold L. Price. .

Director of Regulation
U.S. Atomic Energy Comission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Price:
.

'Ihis is in response to your letter of July 22, 1970, requesting
USDA coments on the environmental statement for Oconee Nuclear
Station, Units 1, 2, and 3, of Duke Power Company.

The statement has been reviewed in the relevant agencies of the
bepartment and we have no comments to make.

Sincerely,

.

i

T. C. BYERLY
Coordinate of
Environmental Quality Activities

,

6

I

I

e *
O

I,4 ik'(,'I

| * * .
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M r. Harold L. Price C !!.5. IP"'i' Cn8FI
'

Director of Regulation S c:rvein.:
6m. a.ry ffAtomic Energy Cominission " ' #"

h,tWashington, D. C. 20545 62

Dear Mr. Price:
,

Reference is made to the pending application befo.c
the Atomic Energy Commission by Duke Power Company for an
operating permit for its Oconce Nuclear Station. Enclosect are

' comments from State agencie.s with the authority for establinhingw

and enforcing environmenital standa rds as well as commente from
agencies with an interest in this matter.

It is the opinion of the State of South Carolina as repre-
sented by these State agencies that the granting of an operating

' permit to Duke Power Company for its Oconee Nuc1 car Station by-

the Atomic Energy Commission will have lesc adverse environmental
effects than its alternatives and urges the granting of that Permit.

Sincerely,

jQ Af. h
'

tober.'' M t Nai r

|

RMM:AMB
E~nclo su re s

. //

s' DCDTTED Q,y \l .A.C a

$ SEP2 01970 > 5

\*, nt.:9? ,) ?\" REGULATORY)
'

's'\ " 3n'?n |.
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SOUTH C AldoLIN A

STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
o.......

C,o LU M e t A . S. C. 292o2

September 14, 1970

Mr. Clair P. Guess, Jr.
Executive Director
5. C. Water Resources Consnission
2414 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Dear Mr. Guess:

This letter is to tormally advise you that the South Carolina
State Highway Department does not wish to enter an objection to the
licensing of the proposed nuclear fuel reprocessing plant to be con-
structed near Barnwell by Allied Gulf Nuclear Services or to the opera-
tion of the Oconee Nuclear Station by Duke Power Company.

Our Mr. M. D. Moseley, Deputy State Highway Engineer, attended
the meeting in your office on September 2,1970, at which time informa-
tion concerning the environmental effect of these two plants was made

,

available and explained by representatives of Allied Gulf and Duke Power
Company. From the information presented at this meeting, we do not feel
that these plants will have an adverse environmental effect upon the
highways or persons using the highways of this state.

The problems involved in the transportation of this spent nuclear
fuel to the Barnwell reprocessing plant are being discussed by the Depart- "j
ment directly with the agencies which would transport this fuel, and we
expect to be able to arrive at a mutually agreeable solution to the trans-
portation of these heavy loads so as not to damage the roads or bridges
on the State Highway System.

We trust this is the information that .you desire for making your
report.

-
'

Sincerely yours, ;

/] /
''

,
y - -

t. . , ../ ,S. N. Pea
,,'

n i-

Chit.f Highway Comnissioner j,

!

i i
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JOSEPH C. COLEM AN e

N BRA O
S. C. TAX COMMasetON

C. ToLnER T G<soLSef. JR STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA CH ARLEs A. TAvLOR. lil
" "

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY QENERAL

IRVIN D. PARMER POST OFFICE 80219949 S. C. WitoLars ComutsetON
EMMETH CLAIR COLUMBl A. S. C. 29211 *'py*,",[, ^,U_ET,1 N , n, , w.
M. J. BOW EN. JR

C. PINCMNEY ROBERTS MRS. S ADVE 9. DAVIS
JOEL E. GOTTLIES ADMeNieTaAisvg AssieTANT

MICH AEL W. TIGHE
JOHN P. WILSON

J AMES H. QUACMENSUSH. JR
AseteTANT ATTommsfe GENsaaL

September ilt, 19'to

Mr. Clair P. Gueco , Execu tive Director
Water Recou reos Commiccion
21111 Bull Street1

Columbia, South Carolina 29201

lMa r ?!r. Gueca:

Purcuaul, to the procedurec emboil.ied in the
Enviionment Policy Act, the South Carolina Attorney General's
01 ri.ce, act.ing au 1er,a1 councel for the Pollution Control
Au tho ri Ly , han no commento'to make in regard to the Duke Power
Company. Thic office wac well pleased with the effective
ctops the Duke Power Company hac taken in its ecological preser-
vation plans for nuclear power station in Oconee County. This
project should be for many yearc to come beneficial to the
citinenc of the entire State of Gouth Carolina

Very truly yourc,

___1 f. i._- _ _ _ _ -__

Jamec H. Quackenbuch, Jr.
Accista nt Attorney General

,

JHQ/cl

'
,
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sob Hickman September 14, 1970
Executive Director

Mr. Clair P. Guess, Jr., Executive Director
Water Resources Commission
2414 Bull Street
Columbio, South Carolina 29201

.

Dear Clair:

The following observations and comments are offered on behalf of our Department
after hearing the presentations of Allied Gulf and Duke Power Company concerning environ-
mental implications of their respective projects.

| With reference to Allied Gulf's planned nuclear fuel reprocessing facility at Bornwell,
we con see nothing in this development that would be adverse to any existing or proposed
recreation developments in that general creo., ,

With reference to Duke Power's Keowee-Toxaway project, it is our feeling that the
Company has incorporated sufficient features in its plan to enhance the environment of the
crea for recreation purposes. We are pleased that the Company has set aside a number of
tracts of land around the empoundments for public and private recreation developments. The
Company already has deeded a 1,000 acre tract of iand on 1.oke Keowee with substantial
frontoge on take Keowee to the State of South Carolina for a new state park. It appears
that Duke Power Company has given substantial consideration also to opportunities for public
enjoyment of the scenic beauty of the area.

We appreciate the opportunity to be a part of the reviewing team for these projects.

Sincerely, ,

/.

-; __

Bob Hickman
Director

BH:dem
cc: Mr. Bill Marsh

Mr. Roy Sisk

718 2564

South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism Box 1358, Columbia, South Carolina 29202-

__
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fouilj QIarolina State paarb of Ecaltl i
J. M ARION SIMS OUILOING

COLUMBI A 29201
Enscutive Cons +vtsa

SpaatamouseEnscurevs Commirist Howano S. Hoossue. D.D s. . . Spaavaneuse
i Rav G. WMerLoCE. Pw G. .w. wresaw s(sue. M D,. Cuas. . . 347sseums

Joosee e Ma nvise. Jm.. M D., V.-CMas. Amosasom ' \ Mme. Maass R. Naaste. R.N.
. .

. Gassuvius

,' . . Gassmwoop
L. D. Roossne. D.V.M.R. W. MaseCusk. MD. . . CMamLa s t am { . CotuusiaDanist R. Metson. Arvy. Gam. .. . . . . COLuassia g

O R M a v en. M D. .
univt eg . su eu. M.D. . Gass =vius '

.
Mswer Mitu.Cour. Gaw.. . Co6uusia

i'

,MI'J. teo.ano seemse. es.D. . . . . roo sucs
. . . Cueersew R. wnuacs. M D. .

E. KENNETH AYCOCK. M.D.
secesvan, ano stais Heattu orrecen

September 3, 1970

Mr. Clair P. Guess, Jr. , Executive Director
South Carolina Water Resources Commission
2414 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Dear Mr. Guess:

This is in regard to Duke Power Company's Environmental Report for the Oconee
The State Board of Health, as the Agency engag'ed in theNuclear Station.

regulatory control of ionizing radiation, has reviewed the report.

Based on this review the State Board of Health has no questions to propose
with regards to Duke Power Company's Environmental Report.

Very truly yours,

j4=,7 u r. / -f 14 4ty
Heyward G. Sh.ealy, Director

litision of RaMUgiraHiealth

HGS:njc

,

.
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J AMES W. WE88e
DR. JAMES A. TIMMERMAN, |R.Extcutist Diatcion *

. P g1 RY AN unascron. omMo%
n< . .o( un mo* uname samonces.

September 8, 1970< > s . * ui a *
. ut gitW 4 44 M f 4Mt4 Ell %

Mr. Clair P. Gue ss, Jr. , Executive Director
S. C. Water Resources Commission
2414 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina

Dear Mr. Guess:

Reference is made to the hearing held last week concerning
Environmental Quality. The representatives from Duke Pow r Compariyu
nswered all of our cluestions either orally or within thele repors.

We have no objection to the granting of an operating permit
to Duke Power Company for their Nuclear facility now under con-
struction.

rs truly,

J'f son C. Fuller, Jr.
C ie , Game and Fish Management

JCFjr/m'o

cc: Director Pat Ryan

|

|

|
.

OG m k
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6auffy Garalitta
State OIammisstatt af sarestry

, , _ , , , , , ,,, ,,,
STATE FORESTER COLUM.llA. S. C. 39398

September 4, 1970

tir. cla r P. Guess
Executi e 1)irector
South C rolin., Water ::esources Commission

2414 Itu 1 Street
Columbi4. South Carolina 29201

Dear Mr. Guess-

As you know E. C. Pickens represented the Forestry Commission at
the Environmental Policy Meeting in your of fice on September 2.

- At this meeting both Duke Power Company and Allied-Culf Nuclear
Services presented their Environmental Report. Our comments and
recommendations would only apply to the possible impact of these
plant operations on forest lands.

We see no objections to Duke Power Company's proposals. It has
been our observations during thu past thirty years that the Duke
Power Company has attempted to manage their woodlands for multiple-
use purposes including high value forest products. It appears
that they have incorporated this multiple-use concept in their
environmental quality program,

i do have some question concerning the Allied-Gulf request:

1. A1.' icil-culf s t ated that their cooling water would he

re t.ur nc - to t heir holding pond at 1010F. They estimated water
1 caving this holding pond would be 93 F. Perhaps consideration
should he given to a larger holding pond allowing more convection
and evaporative coeling prior to release.

2. Would it he possible to get a little more detailed infor-

mation on the water Icvel to be maintained in Lower Three Runs
Creek at this rate of discharge sin:e any water level change would
have an effect on the ecology of t'.is area?

Very tru1y yours,
_

.

,..,

..%., p. 4 . ,-

/ ohn R. Tiller

[ ate Forester
JRT:yr #
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&nnth Garniina Fallutinu Gantral Authority

AUTHORITY MSasSERSAUTMORITY MSaeesRS bg% 4 EX.0FPIC30
ROBERT W. TtJRNER Canetsovon ,

Caa.amam ? g. MENNETH AYCOCK M,0. CoLduana

DEN N. MILLER. M.D. Cotum eia YYY JAMES W. WESS Co6umosa

J. FRANK MIXSON Geosesvown f CLAIR P. CutSS JR. Co6uusia.

*
JACK E. POWERS . Simpsonvi66s ! 808 HICKMAN Co6uusia. . . .

WILLI AM M. BRICE. JR. Yoss LEWIS E. HENQRICKS Cotgesosa.
.

E. F. LAU Gesanwoes
' ALFRED A. DECICCO Cokumosa.

. .

C. M ARION SHIVER. JR. CAMOeM J. MARION SIMS BUILDING.

Cohnnbia, goufl} Carolina 292D1 TEtiMONfNs*Se4:e
*

Septembe. 9, 1970

.

Mr. Clai r P. Guess, Jr. , Executive Di rector

S. C. Water Resources Commission
2414 Bull Street
Colunbia, South Carolina 29201

Dear Mr. Guess:

The following comments on Duke Power Company are noted as the result
of our Environmental Policy meeting on September 2,1970:

1. Page 3 of the report states no adverse effects on the ecology have
been detected due to temperature rises.

(a) What do they mean by adverse effects?

(b) What happened to the number of species of micro-organisms
due to the increase in tempe_rature? Did they increase or
decrease?

(c) What happened to the number within the species of micro-
organisms?

By di rection of H. J. Webb, Ph.D. , Executive Di rector, Pollution
Control Authority.

Yov s truly,
,

| f /
'

y . tipuj. .

Hen g E.'Gibson,

Chemist

HEG/dkw

cc: Mr. G. A. Rhame

.

.
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September 14, 1970

The llonorable Robert E. McNair
Governor of South Carolina
State House
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

i

Dear Governor McNair:
.

The South Carolina Water Resources Commiss n, as the agency

charged with establishing a comprehensive water resources
policy for the State and coordinating policies and activities
among the State departments and agencies, has reviewed the Duke
Power Company's Environmental Report for the Oconee Nuclear
Station.

Based on a review of the information available, it is the opinion
of the South Carolina Water Resources Commission that operating

the Oconee Nuclear Station will have less adverse environmental
effects than its alternatives, and urges the granting of an
operating permit by the Atomic Energy Connission.

Sincerely,

[:N. ,') A.

U?'
.

Clair P. Guess, Jr.
Executive Director

CPGJr:fw
'

?nn. ,
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Mr. Clair P. Guess, Jr.
Executive Director
South Carolina Water Resources Commission
2414 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 -

Dear Mr. Guess:

In response to the request made at the hearing at
your of fice on September 2, the South Carolina State Develop-
ment Board hereby states its position regarding the applica-
tion of Duke Power Company to operate its Keowee-Toxaway pro-
ject now under construction.

The South Carolina State Development Board is in
favor of granting the application of Duke Power Company to
operate the power generating stations contained in the Keowee-
Toxaway project for the following reasons:

a) The increase in electrical power suppiy
which is vital to the continuing industrial
growth of South Carolina.

b) The increase in employment both during the '

construction of the project and af ter the
plants have buen put in operation.

c) The value of the recreation facilities which
are included in the project.

,

l

This approval is predicated on the assumption that |
Duke Power Company will operate the Keowee-Toxaway project
without significant damage to the environment as* Indicated
by their past performance. '

Very truly yours,

.:'' /3
.

4/..UW/..:.,.,p*

. .

J. Bonner Manly ~
-

,

Director *

JBM:ns
,

. . . . . . . . . . . - : . . .. u . .a. .a ._ . -
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September 25, 1970

I

Dr Peter Morris, Director
Division of Reactor Licensing
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington 20545

Re: Oconee Nuclear Station
Units 1, 2 & 3

Dockets Nos 50-269-270-287

Dear Dr Morris:

By letter of September 17 to Mr Harold Price, Governor Robert E McNair transmitted
comments of the state agencies of South Carolina with regard to the environmental
effects of our Oconee Nuclear Station. Governor McNair's letter urged the granting
of our Operating License.

.

Attached to Governor McNair's letter is a copy of the September 9 letter of the
South Carolina Pollution Control Authority which included three questions in
connection with page 3 of our report " Environmental quality-Features of Duke Power
Company's Keowee-Toxaway Project." These questions are as follows:

"Page 3 of the report states no adverse effects on the ecology have been
detected due to temp,erature rises.

(a) What do they mean by adverse effects?
(b) What happened to the number of species of micro-organisms due

to the increase in temperature? Did they increase or decrease?

(c) What happened to the number within the species of micro-organisms?" .

We are pleased to submit the following information in response to these questions:

(a) Page 3 of our report stated that the temperature rise through the
Oconee condensers was consistent with temperature rises employed on
Duke's takes since 1926, "and no adverse effects on the ecology
have been detected."' This statement was based on long-term empirical
observations that there has been no evidence, or even a singl.e report,
of any fish kills on our lakes due to. thermal discharges.

;
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.

(b) & (c)
As a part of the Edison Electric Institute's Research Project #49,
biological studies are continuing on Lake Norman in the vicinity of
our Marshall Steam Station which has been in service since 1965 with
a skimmer wall similar to that provided for Oconee on Lake Keowee. These
studies are being managed by scientists at Johns Hopkins University with
assistance from local universities, state agencies and company personnel.
It can be generally stated that studies of aquatic micro-organisms within
the waters of Lake Norman which are thermally influenced by the Marshall
Station show that planktonic populations do not reveal significant reduc-
tions in species, composition or diversity compared to control stations
outside the thermal influence. As the detailed data from this program
are assimulated and studied by the many participating groups, reports will
be published that will speak more specifically to the effects on each
species of micro-organism. Copies of these reports will be furnished to
the South Carolina Pollution Control Authority as soon as available.-

We have discussed this information with representatives of the South Carolina Pollution
Control Authority, and they advise that this is a satisfactory response to their
questions.

Yours very truly,

.''
, /-

W S Lee

WSL/s

cc South Carolina Pollution Control Authority
Attn: Mr Henry E Gibson

.

e
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F,;?: ^ ^ 't United States Department of the Interior
!!ij'M.3

/ OFFICE OF Tile SECRETARY
\ 4 ,/g,j. WASillNGTON, D.C. 20240

September 28, 1970

Dear Mr.1%ce:

This is in response to your letter of July 22, transmitting the
draft environmental statement prepared by the Duke Power
Company for the Oconce Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3,
AEC Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287. We have

reviewed the statement and other material available on the
project and offer the following comments for your
consideration.

We are aware of Duke Power Company's efforts to maintain
the quality of the environment and their close cooperative work
with several of the field offices of this Department. The Com-
pany's many studies, consultations and past monitoring programs
and the establishment of its Departments of Water Resources
Research and Public Health and Sanitation indicate their willing-
ness to promote efforts to prevent or eliminate damage to the

i environment. However, the environmental statement should

contain pertinent information regarding impacts, both short
term and long range, of the proposed plant on the site environs.
Such a statement should reasonably contain information on pre-
dictable and possible detrimental effects, investigations planned
or taking place to determine unknown effects, and the bt ak-
grounds and capabilities of organizations retained to conJuct
the investigations. Most important, the statement should be
sufficiently comprehensive to permit regulatcry and other
review agencies to evaluate the environmental impact in light
of their own areas of competence. We think Duke Power Com-
pany's documents provide a very broad brush treatment of
environmental impact and summarize only the applicant's
appraisal of the project's potential impact. Thus, we cannot
provide a meaningful appraisal of project environmentalimpact
until the documents are substantially expanded.

3128
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We offer Ilic tollowinn coininentri foi tu;c sai coliipleting line
I;nvironntental inip.ict Stateinent:

1. Information should be presented on the proposed and alter-
native facilities and anticipated environmental concentrations of
radionuclides in the Keowee River. The concentrations in the
Keowee River, though below those required by 10CFR20, appear
to be substantially higher than are normally experienced. Levels
should be identified both for the proposed and alternative control
facilities. Although indicated radioactive wastes in the tailrace
may be only 24 percent of the maximum permissable limit, this
could be too high when added to other sources of radiation in the

The capability and cost of equipment which is and whicharea.
could be provided to limit annual average and short-term radio-
activity in the upper reaches of Hartwell Reservoir and especially
at the Clemson water intake should be identified as a basis for
affirming whether appropriate control has been provided.

2. Information should be presented on the efforts the applicant
is making to study thermal effects and prevent neganve impact
not only in the Reservoir but downstream. Previous studies by
Dr. C. J. Velz and a subsequent letter of April 7,1966, from
the then Secretary of Interior Udall to the Federal Power Com-
mission concluded that thermal effects of the proposed Oconee
Nuclear Station would " provide no detrimental effects upon the ;

fisherv resources. " The establishment of the Water Quality Act j
of 19 M and the publication of the National Technical Committee <

Report on Water Quality Criteria made it necessary to review f
these previous comments. Nor is it clear in the present material i

1hether Dr. Velz's 1966 report concerned itself with the entire
- nuclear megawatt capacity presently planned for the project.

Therefore, the environmental statement should contain information j
that thermal effluents will have no adverse effects on fish, wildlife i

or other aquatic organisms. The statement should include the
possible interactions of several nuclear stations and additional
units on the reservoirs under the proposed and alternative waste
heat disposal system.

3. Information should be presented on proposed and alternative
facilities to prevent the mechanical and/or thermal destruction
or damage of fish and other aquatic organisms drawn to or pass-
ing through the cooling water intakes.

.._
,
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1. i n r i nite .i ta clion ori propi.neil anni allerriat ive ein inical t real -
nient for ronalenser cleaning aint other uses of chemicain which

niay be used. The section should incitale a statement on the
anticipated effects of the chemicals on the biota anti provide assur
antes that they will not be toxic to the aquatie environment.

5. l> resent information on the pre- and post-operational water
quality monitoring programs now under way or planned for the
plant and an evaluation of their effectiveness in appraising the
impact of the plant on the environment, particularly as it
relates to subsequent recreational and water supply use.

6. Present information on anticipated requirements for waste
control facilities as additional units are placed on line.

7. Present information on the visual impact of the Oconee Nuclear
Station and other construction and plans to minimize this impact.

In summary, we think the environmental statement is incomplete
and should be revised to include the material indicated above.
The environmental statement should be a self-contained document.

We appreciate the opportunity of commenting upon th'.s statement.

Sincerely yours,
.

.i
*

#

'k'.. ] < < <> m Ik.a..

[ssistant to the Secretary
or Policy Planning and Research

Mr. IIarold L. Price
Director of Regulatior
Atomic Energy Commistion
Washington, D. C. 20545

,
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. h, 5 *! le k,
,

. -, N s.- s

't,~
Dr. Peter Morris, Director [' ' , '

.]Division of Reactor Licensing f . .,- - -

Atomic Energy Commission p.l , , , ,
1

'

Washington D. C. 20545 ,,
. , , .

...

Re: Oconee Nuclear Station 9. f g . *
l /g,, y ..

Dear Dr. Morris:

We have received copies of Duke Power's response to the question raised
by our agency. Their response is satisfactory; therefore we have no
objection to the granting of an operating permit to Duke Power Company.
for their nuclear facility.

Yours truly,

|Dy [' ,2 d;ir..y
llenry E. Gibson, Chemist
Pollution Control Authority

HCC:mo
.

cc: Mr. W. S. Lee

!

i
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,/October 5, 1970 -

ca( ,D 3
TM* t'.WT |'m w..u t- .m _

ON L-/ Idr.T t.li!

D y'[>/ [('C ~IN 22 CI,17 '

Dr Peter Morris Director { g : Or*., - MT 4
Division of Reactor Licensing 9' ,'

Atomic Energy Commission pa t.-.* g
Washington, O C 20545 8N

Re: Oconee Nuclear Station
Units I, 2 f, 3

Dockets Nos 50-269-270-287

Ocar Dr Morris:

By notice in the Federal Register on July 25, 1970, the Commission indicated
that comments on Duke's environmental statement applying to Oconee Nuclear
Station had been separately requested from Federal agencies. The Commission's
regulations allow 30 days for receipt of those comments, and this letter is to
furnish additional information in response to the comments that were received
from Federal agencies.

Fnderal Pnwer Commission - By letter of August 20, 1970 to Dr Seaborg,
Chairman Nassikas transmitted the comments of the Federal Power Commission. We
agree with those comments, and have been and are continuing to comply with the
requirements of our Keowee-Toxaway Project license with respect to the continuing
environmental responsibilities of the FPC.

Department of Defense - In their letter of August 2.4 1970, the Department of
Defense notes that limits of radioactive releases are given in the PSAR, and
concludes that there is reasonable assurance that the environment will not be
adversely affected. Appropriately conservative limits are also included in
Technical Specifications that further assure environmental protection.

DenArtrent of Hoensino and Urban Development - By letter of August 27, 1970,
HUD c0ncurred in the environmental consequences of our report and recognized
that Duke had coordinated Its plans for the project with the planning agencies
of two counties. HUD suggested that the environmental report be submitted to
the South Carolina Appalachian Regional Planning and Development Commission as
the agency having an interest in planning well beyond the local counties.

For brevity, there are many details of our project not discussed in our
environmental report. Beginning in 1965, planning of the project was e.oordinated
with the Appalachian Regional Commission in Washington as well as with the South

.

. .
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3r Peter tiorris

Page 2
October 5, 1970

Carolina Appalachian Advisory Commission in Greenville. We held several
nectings wi th the South Carolina Commission and from time to time furnished
tr b us-to-dite informati on on the project including its expected economice
ingact in t.m araa. In addition, we submitted a number of the project details
to the District ingiacer. O S Army Corps of Engineers, Charleston, S C, in
connection with his assignment from the Army's Cincinnati office in preparing a
comprehensive plan about water resources for submission to the Appalachian
Commission at the national level. In summary, our planning of the Keowee-Toxaway
Project has been closely coordinated with the appropriate agencies involved in
planning work for the Appalachian region.

Denartment of Health, Educat|on and Welfare - By letter of August 28, 1970, HEW
submitted their public health review of the Oconee Nuclear Station. We offer
the folicwing information in response to major conclusions in numbe. ' paragraphs
I, 3 and 4 shown on pages 2 and 3 of their report:

1. They suggest that the company commit to use all waste systems in such a
way that discharges will be kept as low as practicable. As a matter for
inclusion in Technical Specifications, we have committed to use the liquid
and gaseous waste handling systems in such a way that quantities of radio-
active materials released in car.bined effluents from the three units will
be kept as low as practicable and a very small fraction of the Ilmits of
10CFR20.

3. They suggest that we clearly recognize that the State Health Department
is the only agency that can initiate certain actions and that we recognize
our commitment to assist this state agency. This relationship and our
firm commitment to fully cooperate with the State Health Department is
fully recognized in our Emergency Plan developed in cooperation with the-
State Health Department and other state and local agencies. The details
of this Emergency Plan are beyond the intended scope of the environmental
statement that we submittad.

4. Tney suggest that the gaseous discharge Ilmits consider the multiple units,
and expressed concern about the leased residence within the site boundary.
As indicated in No I above, we will operate the waste treatment facilities
to limit releases considering the combined effect of all three units. The
occupants of the leased residence were the former owners of that home, and
the terms of the lease permitted their occupancy except when their removal
from the site was in the interest of health and safety as determined by
Duke Power. They voluntarily vacated the residence. By Revision 8 to the
FSAR (Amendment 16 to Application), at the bottom of page 2-1 dated 7-23-70,
we advised that the residence would be removed. Subsequentiv, ,the house has
been destroyed by fire and will not be replaced.

.
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Dr ?ater norris
Page 3'
October 5, 1970

.

We appreciate the opportunity to furnish this additional information. We
know of no unresolved environmental problems in connection with our Keowee- ,

Toxaway Project of which Oconee Nuclear Station is an integral part. If

comments are subsequently received from any other Federal agency, we urge
tnat they not he permitted to delay the proceedings leading to our operating
11 cease Inasmuch as all parties have had ample time in which to comment beyond

,

the this ty day period prescribed by Co.. mission regulations.

Yours very truly,
;

[ ''
-

9. .. ;

' W $ Lee
|

i

W51./s
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Duxu Pownn GoxpAsy
.

Powen Bu Lorso. Hox c178. GIIAMLOTTE. N. G. unuoi

. . . J ' T.7.. '. '. ".. . . ...

October 30, 1970

Or Peter A Morris, Director
Division of Reactor Licensing
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D C 20545

Re: Oconee Nuclear Station
Docket Nos 50 -269, -270 and -287

Dear Dr Morris:

Please mefer to your letter of October 12, 1970 transmitting the Department of
Interior's letter of September 28, 1970 commenting on our environmental report for
the Oconee Nuclear Station.

In the introductory and closing paragraphs of its letter, the Department of Interior
suggests that our environmental statement be substantially expanded to include
additional detail. In our cover letter to you of July 10, 1970, transmitting the
environmental report, we Indicated the report was necessarily brief. At this late
stage in consideration of our application for operating licenses on a nearly complete
pr oj ec t, it was not feasible to include a broad spectrum of details from our
voluminous files of environmental studies that were developed during the early stages
of the Keowee-Toxaway Project, of which Oconee is a part. Beginning in early 1965,
the many environmental aspects of this project were reviewed step by step with the
applicable local, state and federal agencies with the result that every such agency,
including the Department of interior, has concurred in this project including its
environmental aspects. We feel that the statement appropriately summarizes the
pertinent information from these many proceedings.

With respect to the numbered paragraphs in the Department of interior's letter, we
offer the following:

1. Regarding Interior's comment about radionuclides in the Keowee River,
the figure of 24 percent of the maximum permissible limit for radioactive
liquid waste was obtained from Table 11-6, p 11-23 of our Final Safety
Analysis Report. This table presents the results of calculations of the

maximum activity in the station effluent for the three Oconee reactor units,
assuming that each was operating with one percent defective fuel for a
pericd of one year! This one percent defective fuel condition is a design
assumption that was used in-specifying and sizing the radioactive waste
dispo:al systems. The table is not intended to represent the normal or

.
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Dr Peter A Morris
Page 2
Octooer 30, 1970

expected operating coedition. Actually, the 24 percent number should be
interpreted as a figtre of merit! It demonstrates the ability of the

radiocctive liquid waste system to handle an extreme design condition which
is assumed to exist simultaneously in all three reactor units, without
exceeding a small percentage of the permissible limits.

The radioactive liquid waste system has provisions for hold-up of liquids
in tonks, for decay of radioactivity, for treatment by ion er change and .

evaporation to reduce the activity even further and for controlled, monitored
release in accordance with AEC regulations (10CFR20) . Further, the Technical
Specifications for the Oconee Nuclear Station list additional requirements
for processing all wastes to reduce the radioactivity to as low a level as
practicable within the limits of 10CFR20.

Therefore, because of the over-sized radioactive waste systems that have
been provided in the design of the Oconee Nuclear Station and the regulatory
requirements for processing these wastes to reduce their activity level and
the requirements for controlling and measuring these effluents, the releases
from the three units, during normal operation, should total less than one
percent of the maximum permissible limits, both on a short-term and on an
annual basis.

The Environmental Radioactivity Monitoring Program samples, from the upper
reaches of the Hartwell Reservoir and from the Clemson and the Anderson
water supply intakes, will confirm that this degree of control has been
achieved during station operation.

2. With respect to thermal effects, Interior asks about possible interactions
between Oconee and future stations planned for Lake Keowee. Our studies
show that the extra temperature in condenser cooling water from each of the
future stations will be dissipated without adverse effects among the stations,
and the capacity of the future stations will be limited to achieve this result.
However, the current regulatory proceeding is with respect to Oconee and not
the future stations. Dr Velz's 1966 report and Mr Udall's April 7, '1966 letter
were only with respect to a 3000 mwe nuclear station at the Oconee site, which
is being developed to 2658 mwe. The terms of our FPC license for Project #2503
will require additional proceedings before that agency and other agencies before
the future thermal sites can be developed. Since 1959, Duke has had a full-
time group engaged in water resources research with emphasis on thermal effects
and wi th the guidance of a number of consultants. As pointed out in our
environmental report, this group will include Oconee in its monitoring program
that already covers a number of lakes on our system. These field tests will
be used to compare results with predicted behavior and to serve as a sound
basis for future developments. The conceptuti design of the Keowee-Toxaway
Project, including the skimmer wall and cor. denser cooling water system for
Oconee, was based on field analyses of ana'ogous existing developments on our
system.

.
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3. Interior suggests that information be presented on proposed and alternative
f acilities to prevent damage to fish and other organisms drawn to or passing
tneocch the cooling water intakes. It should be clearly understood that the
"propv.ed" facilities are already built. The alternative to Keowee-Toxaway
w n therrul .tations with cooling towers but without Lake Keowee as a cooling

The developnent of Lake Keowee substantially increases thereser >;r.

acqu!.. ion of fish and cther aquatic organisms which would not have occurred
..d the alternative been selected. The intakes at Oconee were designed with'

conservatively low water velocities that have proven successful at our other
installations on similar lakes in preventing damage to fish.

4. interior asks for information on the proposed and alternative chemical
treatment for condenser cleaning. The conder.ser tubes will be cleaned
nechanically at Oconee without the use of chemicals.

5 Duke's water resources research group includes the Keowee-Toxaway Project
and the upper end of Hartwell in its continuing water quality monitoring

Sampling stations have been selected and data collection willprcgram.
stact shortly as Lake Keowee continues to fill prior to Oconee operation.
This, along with continuing post-operation sampling, will serve to appraise
the impact of Oconee's operations on the environment. Interior's letter
e.c.phasized the impact on recreational and water supply use. As explained
in our environmental report, the Keowee-Toxaway Project will provide, and
in tect is already providing, substantial recreational and water supply
benciits that did not exist before Keowee-Toxaway was built and would not
exist if the alternative had been selected.

6. The combined effect of the three units at Oconee was used as a basis of
ostablishing the requirements for waste control facilities. This is further
reficcted in our comments under item 1 above.

7. This item suggests that we present information on the visual impact of
Oconce and other construction, and our plans to minimize this impact.
Through careful project planning as well as architectural treatment, we
have attempted to enhance the visual impact of the entire project but not
to hida i t as " minimize" might suggest. Although located in a remote, lightly-
traveled area, the attractiveness of this project is evidenced by the fact that
347,000 visitors have come to view the project since visitors' facilities were
completed in July 1969, fifteen months ago. Visitor's comments with respect
to tne visual impact as noted in the guest book are highly laudatory. The
/isitors' center itself has just received the 1970 Honor Award of the American
lastitute of Architects.

We look forward to continued cooperation with the several agencies of the Department
of Interior in connection with the environmental aspects o.f the Keowee-Toxaway Project.
Many of these aspects, not found in the alternative to this project, are in the areas
of specific interest to the Department of Interior: downstream flow augmentation in
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periods of dry weather, extensive recreational opportunities, soil con' crvation
ceasures, preservation of virgin timber, recovery of historical information
and creifacts, substantial fisheries resources, wildlife preservation and pro-
pagation, public water supp.ly, flood control, and opportunities for enjoyment
of scenic beauty.

t

We appreciate this opportunity to have furnished this information in connection
wi th the Depar tment of inter f or's comments.

Yours very truly,

.

VGW
W 5 Lee

WSL/s
,
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OWEN BUILDIN@
ARCA CODE 8011321 LADY STREET P.O.BOXl1628 TELEPHON E: 758 2995

Golunthia, foutir (Carolina 20211

Noven.be r 19, 1970

Ouke Fcuer Comoany
P. O. Dox 2178
Charlot te, North Carolina 28201

Attention: Mr'. V. S. Lee
Vice President, Engineering

.

Re: Oconec Nuclear S tation
-

Oconee County
.

Cooling Water

Dear Sir:

Af ter careful study of plans and data submitted by you, we are happy
to forward herewi th our Permi t
for your Oconee Nuclear Station.to Cons truct the cooling water sys tem

Please let us know when the work is completed so that we maymake a pre-operational inspection.

By di rection of H. J. Webb, Ph.D. , Executive 0irector, Pollution
~

Control Authority.
.

V,ery truly yours,
_,

J $>qt fs*4 Q
George A. Rhame
Assis tant Director

GAR /dkw
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COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA -

November 19, 1970

9Duke Power Company g
-

P. O. Box 2178 {\ U
Charlotte, North Carolina 28201 U

Oconce Nuclear Station

The following project has this day been approved for construction as comply-

ing with the Rules and Regulations of the State Board of Health and the South *

Carolina Pollution Control Authority:
OCONEE COUNTY: Intake and discharge structures for condenser water for
the Oconee Nuclear Station.

Vater to be taken near the bottom of Lake Keowee from the Little River
side and returned to the Toxaway River side.

Maximum water use to be 3,040 mgd. -

Temperature requirements of the South Carolina Vater Quality Standards to
be met at all times.

. .

. .

.s
.

Approved

.12 cure b. $ Il a-c w ,~
E. Kenneth Aycock, M.D. WXXXXXMifdt1 G. A. Rhame , Ass t. Dir.

,

for H. J. Vebb, Exec. Di.

S. C. State Board of Health File No.
~

'

Pollution Control Construction Permit No. 1727

GAR /dkw . .

.
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L, a ic. i onmenta 1 Itad lat ion Monitorin,g

The principal re,[uirements f or the applicant's environmental
radiation monitoring program are listed in' the Technical Specifications.
'ihe applicant provided preoperatlonal environmental monitoring data
obtained from a program initiated in . January 1969. 1hese data
pr.vid.- i n t e rma t i on on the background radioactivity in the Oconee
Noc tc.ir Stas t on area prior to pl. int s tartup and we have concludeel that

* they provide acceptable reference data for the (.ontinuing environmen-
tal radiation monitoring program. The preoperational program

included analyses oL samples of water, airborne particulates, rain,

settled dust, sitt (river and lake), vegetation aquatic vegetation,
,

algae and plankton, fish, milk, and animals. tio anomalies in

environmental radiation levels have been indicated by the preopera-

tional data thus far riported.

The operationni crvironmental monitoring program will be
expanded to include twc additional onsite air monitoring stations,

a cont inuous water samt ling station on the Kcowee River, and a

thermoluminescent dosimeter network within the excInslen radius.
'the Fish and Wi'.dli fe Service of the II.S. Department of the

Interior has also reviewed the applicant's program and its recom-

mendaLions have been incorporated into the applicant's environmental
radiation monitoring program. The report of the Fish and Wild-

life Service is attached as Appendix E. We have concluded that

that the applicant's program will be adaquate for monitoring the radiological

ef fects of plant operation on the environs and for assessing the

ef fects of releases of radioactivity to the environment from

operation of the plant on the health and safety of the public.
.
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9.0 CONTROL. OF RADI0 ACTIVE EFFLL'ENTS _

Liquid and gaseous waste handling facilities are designed
ta process waste fluids generated by the plant so that discharge
of I squhi and gaseous ef fluents to the environment will be minimized.
Liquid waste is processed both by direct removal of radioactive

material with lon exchange resins and by evaporative separation.

Using these methods the volume of radioactive waste will be

great ly reduced and the purified liquid streams will either he

reused or discharged. Small quantitics of radioactive liquid
waste will be released routinely to the Keowee liydro Station

tail race where the waste will be diluted and discharged to the

Keowee River.

The limits on rcutine radwaste releases from the three units
that are planned for bperation at the Oconee Nuclear Station will

require that the combined releases from the three units when

dded tog,ther he within the limi t.. specified in 10 CFR Part 20.

The specific limi6s for both liquid and gaseous ef fluents are

included in the Technical Specifications. Under normal operating

cenlitions, however, it is expected that liquid waste releases

will contain radioactivity in concentrations that are less than

1% of the 10 CFR Part 20 limits and that the concentrations in
! gaseous releases will be only a few percent of the 10 CFR Part

20 limits.

Liquid wastes are collected according to expected radio-

activity content: wastes containing the highest activity are
1
~

routed to the waste holdup tanks. intermediate activity wastes

are routed to the high activity waste tanks, and low activity

wastes are routed to the low activity waste tanks. Low activity

wastes can also be present in the condensate test tanks (which,

although not defined as a part of the waste disposal system,

have,heen evaluated as such since they are a source of direct

release of radioactivity to the plant radioactive waste discharge linel

__
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In aihillion to holdup. other means are available to reehice

the o .a.li oact ( vi t y in Ihe linguid wastes bef ore re l ease . A waste

evapoiator .uul a ...olant hiced evaporator are provided. These
have the ability to remove radioactivity by evaporation. - ret urning

the distillate to the coolant bleed holdup tanks for reuse as

reactor coolant makeup, and routing the concentrate, under
appropriate conditions, to the solid waste drumming station for
packaging as . solid waste. Domineralizers also are provided in

the coolant treatment system, and these can be used to remove

radioactivity from liquid wastes prior to release,

l.iquid waste releases are made on a batch basis. As a
result of frequent operation of the onsite hydro-station, almost
all liquid waste releases are expected to be mixed in a dilution
flow substantially greater than the minimum 30 cubic feet per
second dilution flow that would he available if the hydro station

is not ope ra t ing. In all cases, the radioactivi ty content of the

waste is measured prior to release and monitored during release.

Oconee Station has been designed and built.to minimize the

possibility of an accidental release of liquid radioactive waste.

The plant design includes the location of all liquid radioactive

waste treatment system components below grade in Class I (seismic)
structures. Therefore, in order for liquid radioactive wastes

to be accidentally discharged, they must be inadvertently pumped-

to the environment. This pumping capability is controlled from

the linit I control room. Further, the radiation monitors on

the liquid waste discharge line will terminate the discharge of

radioactive liquids if the concentration in the discharge line

when mixed with the minimum Keowee Ilydro Plant flow (30 cubic -

feet por second) would exceed 10 CFR Part 20 limits. The

Technical Specifications require that liquid wastes'be discharged
only if (1) concentrations within the limits of,10 CFR' Part 20

..
,
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can be achieved considering no more than the minimum 30 cubic

feet per second dilution flow, and (2) the effluent line radiation
monitors are operable. The Technical Specifications also require
duplicat e sampling ami analyses of the contents df the low level
waste t . inks and the condensate test tank prior to initiating

liquid discharge from these tanks. We have, however, evaluatedany

the consequences of a postulated accidental release of liquid
resulting f rom a multiplicity of operator errors. We assumedw ute

that the contents of the low level waste tanks were inadvertently
pumped to the Keowee hydro plant tallrace. This would result in
radioactivity concentrations in the tailrace several times 10 CFR
Part 20 limits, assuming a m' inimum dilution flow of 30 cubic
feet per second in the tallrace, llowever, even i f a person
were to derive I day's supply of drinking ' citer directly from the
tailrace (the nearest drinking water supply is the Clemson
intake 13.7 miles downntream) the resulting dose to the person
would be a few percent of him a '.lowable accumulated yearly limi t.
Isecause of addi;ional dii .. and the approxima ely 2.5 days
req ui red for water from the tallrace to reach the clemson intake

,

(allowing substantial decay) the resulting dose at that location
would be further reduced. In addition, the Clemson water supply,
which is owned by the Duke Power Company, is monitored for radio-
.$ctivity and, if necessary, its cae can be terminated for up

1-1/2 days (storage cap'acity) to permit a further reductionto

in radioactivity entering the water supply.
Caseous radioactive wastes, apart from steam generator or

heat exch.utger leakage,' will be collected principally f rom the
various 1Iquid storage tanks associated with the reactor plant.
All gaseous radioactive waste releases will be monitored during
discharge. In addition, any release from the waste gas collection
system or the reactor building will be analyzed for activity
prior to release. The air ejector exhaust on the secondary system

|
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regu' arly monitored for activity to detect radioactivityalso is l;

releases that could occur as a result of steam generator Icakage.
, - Similarly, law pressure cooling water systems used to cool com-
; ponents containing reactor coolant are monitored regularly to

detect radioactive In-leakage. The consequences of a rupture of,

I a waste gas decay tank are noted in Section 11.0 of this

evaluation.

No solid plant wastes will be permanently stored the Oconee

site and all solid wastes collected and temporarily kept,

at

} the site must be shipped offsite for ultimate disposal at an
AEC licensed disposal site.

! We have concluded that the radioactive waste system and
the procedures for the control of radioactivity releases from
Oconee Unit No. 1 are acceptable,

i
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s.i t c': v : yn i ? ! c.ince T;ie Committee in ch,stge wIth keepinr. minutes

..! all meetine .inil dist rihtst t'ig a copy of these minut es to the

S t.it ion Mupe r ti.tenciet:t , t'ie %:n. ;;er of S team Product ion and to the

Jha;ni.in of th. General of fice Neview Committee (discussed above).

Findings of th.s Committee are forwarded to the Statiea Superintendent
for appropriat r action.

Preonerational testing if equipment and systems at the site
.:nd initial plant operation will be performed by the applicant's
nersonnel wi th technical sunport from the fl&W Nuclear Power Genera-
: 1. Division's engineers.

We conclude that the applicant's organization is acceptably
s t a. f ed .ind tecinically qua:Ified to perform its operational dutiei

j s ub l e . ' to .,att factory completion of licensing examinations of
per onneI requ! rinn 1Icenses (see 10 JFR Part 55).

12.3 :2ergen_cv Planning _

The applicant has prepared an Oconee St. tion emergency plan for
dealing with incidents that might involve releases of radioactivity.

The plan considers a broad spectrum of. accidents that could affect

both onst te persornel and the public in unrestricted areas. The

emergency plan provides for the shif t supervisor to be in direct
charge of all emer gency operations and to act as emergency coordinator
until specifically provided responsible relief by the Station
Superintendent. l'i der this arrannoment the shif t supervisor will
be responsible for ,irotection of other plant personnel, take necessary
onsite remedia: setion to terminate the incident, establish access
co.tre' to t :e .if fecteo areas , enllect preliminary data, obtain

*

neces.,ary outside aid and notifv - =gement

Reliable means of communicat!cr. are provided within the station
Sy telephone between the control room, various parts of the plant, the

Vis:. tors ' Center and the Keovee liydro Plant, and by an onsite public
address system. Copeiunications outside the plant include the

.
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telephone, microwave communications with several other of the applicant's
facilities: and two-way radio communications among (1) the control
room. (2) a Duke Power substation at Central, South Carolina,

(3) an emere,ency vehicle, and (4) a boat.

! Continuous wind speed and direction data are telemetered to the

st.it ion control room. The supervisor also has available in the

control room information (e.g. , reactor butiding pressure, temperature
and radiation levels) that can he used to evaluate the magnitude of

a potential accident. Additional emergency instruments and equip-
ment will be available.*

In the event of an emergency that involves areas beyond the
jurisdiction of the applicant, arrangements have been made to establish

an Emergency Control Center in Walhalla, South Carolina to obtain

the assistance of local, State, and Federal agencies. 1he support'

groups will, I f necessary, establish read blocks , perform radiation>

monitoring work, and institute other applicable protective measures.
As the various agencies responsible for the public health

and safety respond and the Emerr.ency Control Center becomes operable,
responsibility for protection of the general public will be trans-

ferred from the Shift Supervisor to the Emergency Control Center with
the Shif t Supervisor remaining responsible for the protection of
onsite personnel and station property,

l'rovisions have been made for medical support including, if required,
treatment of radiation-contaminated patients. These include a first

aid room within the restricted area of the station and space at
the Oconee Memorial llospital in Seneca, South Carolina. Plant per-
sonne.1 will be trained in.first aid procedures and in methods of

decon'caminating injured personnel. The hospital staf f has |

\
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l'een trained in radiological health and contamination control.
A physician at Memorial Clinic in Seneca, South Carolina,I

the company doctor for the Oconee Nuclear Station,serving as

har. been trained, at an AMC sponaored seminar at ilrookhaven

Nat ional 1. abo ra t o ry , in niedical planning and care in radia-

tion accidents.
We conclude that the applicant's emergency plan conforms to the

req ui remen t s f or emergency plans as presented in the proposed change
50.34 of the Commission's regulations and is acceptable.to 10 CFR Pa rt

12.4 Industrial Seenrity_

Provisions for industrial security described by the applicant
controlin Amendment No. 11 include perimeter fencing, gate and door access

television system coup 1bd with a remote controland a closed-circuit
lock system for of f-hour identification and admi-[sion of personnel
to the facility. Appropriate plans have been developed to control
access to lini t I of construction personnel working on the units
stili under construction. We have concluded tt:at the appi! cant

taken reasonable measures to provide for the. securi ty of thehas

f ac i l i ty .

13.0 TECllNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The Technical Speci fications in an operating license define

safety limits and limiting safety system settings, limiting conditions
>

for operation, periodic s'urveillance requirements, certain design
features, an[I administrative controls for the operating plant.
These specifications cannot he changed without prior approval of
the AEC. The applicant's proposed Technical Specifications
have been modi fied, in Amendment No. 24, as a result of our review,
to' describe more definitively the allowable condi tions for plant

I The Technical Speci f ications , as approved by the
i

operation.

|
regulatory staf f, will be available for examination in the Commission'si

t

PubIic Document Room.
l
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"he new and larger operating pool can be expected to have a higher
peak load than the old CARVA pool, Iha new members are planning additions
to installed capacity of 248 megawatts during the three years to 1973,
but these additions will have little effect on the reserve margins of

3

the Group which will be similar to those of the old CARVA pool.
i

In aeneral we feel that reserve margins which f all below the 15-20
percent .ange arc detrimental to reliability of electric supply of any~

operating pool.

On the basis of anticipated loads and scheduled additions to
generating capacity, it is evident that the Oconee Nuclear Units are
needed not only by the Duke Power Company's system alone but also by the
Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Group.

The Fuels Situation

Against the background of the electric supply situation of the
Middle Atlantic and Southeastern States, the fact that the Oconee Power
Station is planned as a nuclear plant stands out as particularly note-
uorthy. This is so because of the shortages which are developing in
the domestic supplies of natural gas and coal and because of the
continuing world shortage of low-sulfur residual fuel oil. Severe
shortages of natural gas are anticipated during the next few years
particialarly along the eastern seaboard where substitute generating

- ospacity for the Oconee Power Plant would logically be situated. These
ahortages can be expected to preclude the burning of this valuable
natural resource for electric power generation in these areas.

;

A similar situation has recently developed with respect to coal
supply although for different reasons. Many utilities east of the
Mississippi are continuing to experience a decline of coal storage>

piles because of a shortage of coal on the utility coal markets. While
this situation will eventually clear up with an improvement in the )
oconomics of mining coal, the current coal shortage is likely to extend
to 1973 and beyond. If this should prove to be the case, a coal fired

i .aubstitute for the Oconee Nuclear Power Plant, might not be able to |

Lili~r ito eseca enx f ty v%n :v&4. j
-

i
1
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.Any fossil fuel plant as an alternate to the nuclear Oconee Plant
wuld necessarily add to the particulate or gaseous burden of the South
Carolina atmosphere. At the present time all of the steam-generating
stations of the Duke Power Company depend on coal as the principal fuel.
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